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To walk. • In light . .. 
This is our goal; to follow the paths illuminated by the many lamps 
that shed the greater glow-the light of knowledge that dispels the 
darkness of the mind, the light of God that removes shadows from 
the soul, the light of friendship that drives away the clouds of sorrow 
and of fear. 
We have spent four years of our lives at Ursinus College-four of 
our most important and enloyable and formative years. Here we 
have lived and learned, have acquired our training for life. College 
has been more than just a medium for intellectual achievement; it 
has been the ground for spiritual, mental, and physical development, 
for social and political expansion. Our paths here have received the 
light of guidance and instruction, the light of education. The many 
campus lamps so familiar to us symbolize this, and remind us of other 
gleams-of friendly competition, of sociability, of cooperation and 
companionship in the many phases of college sports and activities-
these are so much a port of the greater glow. 
But henceforth we are on our own-the future is now. To corry with 
us on inner radiance reflecting this gleam-that is our hope and our 
ambition, and with this thought we dedicate our book to that ideal. 
May we forever walk in light. 
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Ursinus is c; church-founded school, thus providing a quietly 
religious background for the pursuit of studies and activities and 
adding a much-needed spiritualness to our lives. We are grate-
ful for the guidance available, for the light of God dispels all 
darkness of the mind and soul. 
Our special thanks go to the members of the administration and 
to the faculty. Their friendliness and understanding have con-
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We are the raw material, the human clay to be molded and 
shaped for the futures we dream of. We came eager and 
expectant-ready to explore the unknown of college life-to 
reap the benefits it had to bestow-and to enjoy every moment 
of it! We leave with regret at parting, but take with us many 
memories of our college days-the happy and the sad, the 
encouraging and the disappointing, the successful ones when we 
"aced that test:' the not-so-successful ones when we resolved 
to do better next time. We leave, too, with impatience to explore 
the new unknown of the future, for we are prepared to utilize 





This is the final year-aur four years at Ursinus are over. Looking back we recall 
the awe and respect which we, as freshmen, awarded the upper c1assmen-the self-
satisfied feeling that came with the attainment of sophomore status-our pride when 
we finally gained the title of upperclassmen as juniors. But now that we have reached 
the top of the college hierarchy we are just a little sorry that it happened so fast, that 
our "campus daze" are aver. We remember so many good things-our friends, 
pleasant occasions, and that portion of our studies that we really enjoyed. 
Under the leadership of our able presidents-Lee Trimble, Bob Henderson, and 
Paul Doughty-we successfully sponsored many social events. Chief among these 
were the "Velvet Mood," "Seventh Heaven" and the "Winter Whir!''' Now, with the 
publication of the 1952 Ruby we have completed our last class project. Nevertheless, 
throughout our lives we will consider ourselves a part of Ursinus-the class of '52 . 
• 
I 
Richard A. Kiszonas 
Vice President 





" Dick, mind being 
amiable Bio. lob 
assistant . . . mon·aboul · town . 
• 
" You said itl" . . . ever· ready smi le 




" Joanie" ... never.ending pep and 
enthusiasm .. a hearty " hello" ... 
rules Ph i Psi .. . " Bridge , anyone?" 
· .. remember s Chern. courses and 
pract ice teaching . . confuses words 
· .. " Gotto hove sleep'" .. . li kes 
Fircroft parties . .. p iano· player deluxe 
· . . sincere . .. easy to like. 
" P.O." 
leader 
Paul L. Doughty 
President 
• Bu s. Ad. ma jor . . . 
. office at " Woodfield" 
able 
. . . 
runs from fullback slot . .. loyal APE 
• • • leads Cub and Key . . . amiable 
and good natured . .. likes his sleep 
... Beacon, N. Y., on vacations ... 




Herman A. Lintner 
Treasurer 
" Herm" . . . "Capta in W . W." • • 
veep of APE and Curta in club ... 
co· coplain and rugged center af the 
'52 Bears . .. two-miler .. . Cub and 
Key . . . Alpha Ps i Om ega . . . a 
"Sonny" future .. What a smilel 
character . badm in ton chomp 
• • " Wow," 
17 
18 
Phyllis H. Baumann 
"Phy'" . . . "I got on ideo'" . . . 
persuasive cheerleader ... 0 Chi ... 
last one out of a Yost test ... loyal 
.52'er ... can she can -con and cookl 
. . . quartet baritone ... philosophical 
... remember the day she stayed 
awoke in closs? 
• 
Laura A. Bechtle 
"Mrs . Birdie" ... twirler ... Phi Psi 
treasurer ... bonging base of the 
piano duet ... "Close the closet door." 
. . . first bee in Duryea 7 . . . pinned 
and hoping . . . "Tough darts'" . . . 
amiable blonde - natural, too . • • 
scissors-happy . .. "He won't read 'his 
testl" 
William H. Beckley 
"Hom burger Bill" . . . ace cameraman 
for Weekly and Ruby ... Sigma Rho's 
scribe ... Navy Air Corps vet . .. 
works on angles for easier living in 
future ... kept Old Mill's overhead 
down ... "I'd marry that." .. . old pro 
of intramural leagues. 
William F. Beemer 
Coalcracker from Clark's Summit • • • 
independent thinker ... self-mode man 
... veteran of student council . . . he 
should shore some of those A's . • • 
Taft for President ... Morrison's slave 
master . .. campus political boss .. . 
success likely ... library lothario .. . 
" Where's Billman?" 
Millard J. Bekmezian 
" Mill" ... doy student .. . often seen 
"bu;[zing through" the library or 80m -
berger ... always good for a laugh 
or on argument ... energetic history 
sem i nar participant .. . member of 
F.T.A .. .. loves 'hat practice teach ingl . , 
.. . pessimism with a grin. 
Joseph A. Benenati 
" Joe" • • • caustic wit • . • 5· 12 sam -
nolist • • weathered Navy • . • bon 
voyoge 01 Eagles Nest • • • part of 
German Rice crop . . . Westchester 
radish ride ... cloy court clown .. . 
wrestling enthusiast .. . Bio major . . . 






John M. Billman 
Harrisburg history major . . . ready with 
philosophy and advice . .. keen wit 
· . . sleepy. time John . .. I.R.C. and 
Pi Gamma Mu prexy .. . second genero-
tion Ursinusite . .. dishwashing ace 
· .. bus driver .. . likes place so much 
he is coming bock for more . . . 
"Where's Beemer?" 
Rhoda Blumenthal 
The life of every party . . . gladly g ives 
Curtain Club her time and tolent .•. 
witty answer to every comment ... 
Rimby charmer . . . hotes alarm clocks 
and messy rooms ... author i ty on 
English , jokes, and music . .. ch ic 
dresser ... " Hiya, doll '" 
Jean E. Bohner 
" Jean ie SU .. • Phi Psi . . Mei ster-
singers .. . sincere friend ... second 
bee in Duryea 7 . .. Ihat squeal! .. . 
Messiah .. . " Diamonds are a girl ' s 
best friend'" ... letters to Dick . . 
tinny treble of the piano duet . . . 
menagerie on bed ... Rahl Penn Statel 
, 
Marianne Borkey 
Future doctor ... headed for Temple 
Med . . . conflict between bridge and 
lab .. . KDK rooter . .. "He's so cute I" 
· . . artistic hands . .. Miss Virginia, 
that brond · new Bu ickl ... always deco· 
rating something . . . Christmas at 
Maples ... thrives on explosions In 
lab. 
Suzanne Boyd 
·'5 .. ue . . . Phi Psi . . . " Charl ie, 
M'boy". . Me istersingers .. . never 
on time ... " Rosie" ... Duryea' s 
president ... confuses Vicks and ink 
. . . third bee in room 7 ... Pi Gamma 
Mu se cretory ... Messiah . " Have 
you seen my glosses?" . . " If you 
knew Su si e ." 
Alice Jane Boyer 
"Butch" ... eager English major . .. 
loyal Tau Sig gal . .. Shreiner's Santo 
. .. " Did I ever tell you oboul the 
, • ?" .• Ime . .. soup porites 01 mid · 
night . . turtle · keeper .. . one of the 
giggling two . .. "Drug, anyone?" . . . 
holds open house in lansdowne. 
19 
20 
Robert E. Boyer 
"Bob" ... proud of lebanon County 
· .. knows his history . . . conscientious 
student ... F.r.A .... student teaching 
sufferer ... late trips to diner ..• 
hates to get up . . . rides the Reading 
· .. quiet, but friendly ... practical 
minded . 
Donald R. Brown 
" 8 '" rownle .•. blond Dutchman from 
Myerstown ... history mo jor . .. future 
teacher . .. indispensable to the "V" 
... P.A.C. chief ... those Washington 
trips ... four years in the bond . .. 
Messia h and Meisters ingers ... white 
iacket man at mealtime ... Weekly 
reporter ..• authority on Gettysburg. 
Morton B. Brown 
Pre-Iegol 
sorts . . 
president .. . philosopher of 
. Chern 14 for hoursl . • 
bridge , cosino, p inochle, poker ... 
bl in d dates and Philo . phone calls 
· .. almost, lost summer ... New York 
weekends ... false -alarmer .. . "lake 
your cor and go home, son." 
Samuel J. Brown, Jr. 
" Sam" ... Bio-Chem major ... the 
big noise is his motorcycle 
bridge in the Supply Store 
pong in the Rec Center .. 
I don't know." ... easy 








• • • 
Alvin J. Buchanan 
"Buck" ... Morine veteron ... married 
" Junior Miss" ... secretory-treasurer 
of student council .. . three years of 
football . .. aggressive and friendly 
. . . "You should see my Georgia 
Peach I" ... capitalist . . . three years 
before the doughnut machine ... future 
Naval officer. 
.' . 
William C. Buchanan 
"Buker" ... Demas stalwart ... Sieb's 
prodigy ... "Oh, Baa-oyl" ... leila 
and Ossie ... Rocco's fovorite portner 
... blue duffel bag .. . New Year's 
Day get-together at lompkin's ... ace 
Ursinus pitcher .. "Sell much dog 
food today?" . _ . Army vet .. . 944 . 
Richard A. Buckwalter 
"Sudy" . .. permanent fixture in Free· 
land .. . traveling alarm clock ... 
always seen running toward that bell 
· .. precise 10 the secondl .. . pre· med 
· . . bow ties . . . weekends at home in 
Philo . . . mus ic lover ... accord ionist 
· .. O.c. beach boy .. . "C' mon Joe, 
let's go'" 
Daniel M. Burnside 
"Don" . .. Demas rooter ... aspirant 
doctor ... ani mol's dreaded foe during 
November ... former supreme ... 
reddest cor on campus .. . 8io 6 tree· 
climber ... pre-med society . .. likes 
the women, but work before plea surel 
.. . "Let's hove a smoke." 
E. Jeanne Careless 
" Jeanie" . . . Ph i Psi pol . .. Art's 
" Bunny" . . . Meistersingers ... those 
Dartmouth weekends . .. sweetheart of 
Sigma Chi . . . finger gli tters ... " Oh . 
another l it test." . .. happy pract ice 
teacherl ... keeps Ih e ma il man bu sy 
. . . Ruby slaff . . . future Engl ish 
te ach e r plus. 
Harry I. Carl 
" Bud" ... Bela Sig treasurer , . , intra-
mural sta r , , , this vet ha s been around 
. . . what happens those Saturday 
nights? . _ . "Core for a game of 
darts?" . , , Derr demon , , , " Well , I 
th ink I'll go see Ihe good doctor ," 
Julia LaPorte Carson 
"Judy" , , , waiter's waitress . . , 
ideal is tic d e bate r , .. fourth for br idge 
. , , crazy about kids , .. attempts to 
knit , , . summers in Wildwood .. . 
married in December .. . parties on the 
floor .. . procra stinator ... lorge ex-
pressive eyes ... " I need a cigarette." 
John R. Cheesman 
"Oick" • • • 
Craw's Nest 
MI. Holly .. 
. .. soccer, 
the old bird of the Stine 
. , ex-Morine , , . from 
. future denture mechanic 
track ... master of the 
two-dollor window . .. Stine Steam -
rollers ... wide experience. , . beam -
ing personality. 
I 





Janice M. Christian 
"Chris" .. . Nelson- th en, now , and al -
ways .. . J.V. hockey' s safety mon . .. 
k 
. ,,, 
" Excu se me, may I as you a question . 
. .. tennis and Chris ore synonomous 
terms . . . " Oh. I'm sorry." .. . burns 
the midnight o il ... Maple s . .. 
KOer . .. infectious laugh ... heart in 
Fizz Ed work . 
r 
Jeanne W. Cilley 
Conscientiou s fizz Edder . . . Maple s 
n. Hob son . .. " I hate to fin ish th is 
because it tastes so good ." ... chief 
mermaid .. fr es h· air fi e nd .. . YW 
veep .. Tau 5ig ... independent 
... "Oh, how I hate to get up in the 
marningl" 
Norman N. Cohen 
" 8 t •• u z '" 
relativity 
takin g up spoce, t ime, and 
. . B-IIst . . . " You buy 
retail?" ... Chern ma jor ... " Cohen's 
panacea will stop it!" . .. qu ite a 
"perky" chorac ter . .. "This one filt ers 
the smoke." ... ho bbies- Scotch and 
fishing ... " Hove one, they're lenny's ." 
· .. watch out, Penn M edl 
Jacob S. Colletti 
Always a smile . . . modest and unos-
• sum l ng .. neot dresser ... "You're 
no copl" . .. nightly phone calls to 
Norri stown ... wonts to see th e world 
. Jam es M . Ander's pre · med society 
. Beordwood Chem . . . constontly 
• 
pu shing ... future holds promi se. 
Barbara J. Crawford 
" Borbie" . . . lovely to look at 
hard· working Ruby e d itor . . . 
• • • 
KOer 
· . . "earnest" Engli sh major . . . coffee 
fi en d .. . sings bo ss . .. Pi Gamma Mu 
veep, English club prexy . .. " I think 
I can get th e car." ... Jr. prom qu ee n. 
" Don" 
Donald T. Crispin 
... future pulp it pounder • • • 
alway s In love . . . likes to argue in 
or out of Debating Club • • • " How 
about a show tonight?" • • • pinochle 
addict and cricket player • • • "Don't 






Martha B. Daniels 
"Marty" .. . heads W .S.G.A .... loyal 
to Tau Sig and Maples . . . fluttering 
blue eyes . . . consistent misplacer . . . 
dramatized anecdotes . .. scrapbook 
filled with souven irs .. . vars ity tennis 
doubles . . . "I don" hove anything to 
" A Ih · I wear. . .. rmy en USIOS •• • never 
runs aul of conversation . 
Thomas G. Davis 
"Tom" . .. presides over student coun-
cil . .. Cub and Key ... Curtoin Club 
. . . Alpha Ps i Omega . . . APE . . . 
ambitious pre·meder .. a little Bruin 
.. . engoged to Nancy . . extemive 
knowledge of Itolion . .. pugnost i c 
fame . . . ex-sailor wi th shore duly 
at Hood College. 
Claude R. Dearolf 
··Bob" d d f . .. oy stu en' rom Norris-
town . .. Bus. Ad . maior . . . treasurer 
of Delta Pi Sigma ... main interest at 
Wes' Chester ... count on Bob- for the 
ioke of the week . . "Singles?" . .. 
avid sports fon . . Phillies follower. 
, 
A. William Degerberg 
"Bill" . .. fomilior figure on the Uninus 
stage ... Pogo add ict .. . frustrated 
appetite . .. unsurpassed performance 
of one·ormed fiddler . . . " Hoven 't 
studied for the test, but I'll think of 
something'" ... worries little ... 
chuckles often . . . active mu sicolly 
.. . mustachio por excellence. 
James DeLuca 
" Jock" . . . ordent Curtoin Clubber 
. .. loyal APE ... Chem major- to a 
degreel . . . loves Bio, Paoli, spelling 
.. . pensive . , , likes girls. , . over· 
seas experiencel ... usual quip_ "ta 
foche lu" , , , a good mon to have on 
our side. 
........ -... -
Roger W. deMars 
"Rog" I h . d ... 0 grea guy ... mot wlzor 
, .. "Ol d Mill tonight?" ... will marry 
into the nursing profession in June ... 
o Fetterolf stondby ... drives a "tote" 
'39 Dodge , . , intramural sports ... 
"I'm a jelly bean ," 
23 
24 
Dorothy W. Detwiler 
A day. hop adopted by Shreiner • • • 
"let's go for a ride in little lulu ." ... 
prexy of Canterbury Club . . "You 
should hove token moth ." ... tutor 
deluxe ... Sigma Nu .. . Rosie from 
the start ... "If you wont me, just 
call." 
Marjorie B. Donaldson 
"Marge" .. . math deportment's pride 
.. O.c. summers . . . Ruby execu tive 
· .. remarkable energy ... 0 Chi 
· .. schedules time carefully . . 
know ill" ... permanent Rosie 
"You 
• • • 
colendar perpetually full ... photo-
graphic memory . experi enced 
br i dge player ... " Everything is goi ng 
to be all right." 
Harry M. Downs 
Loyal to Sigma Rho . one of Dr. 
Boswell's boys ... day student from 
Jenkintown . • • 
friendly and fun 
a working 
. future 
mon . . 
• as on In -
dependent business magnate , after a 
stint in the Air Force. 
Eleanore C. Dunn 
" Nonnie" ... one of three . . . many 
dilemma s, but always a smile . .. fate's 
protege : i t 's i n th e sta rs ... four yeor 
course at Maples ... Omega Chi cam -
paign manager . . . life of the party 
· .. fre sh air fana' ic ... that PI i nceton 
man I 
John R. Edleman 
One of our married veterans ... proud 
of his small son .. APE stolwart ... 
Fizz Ed major. practice teacher at 
Norristown High ... F.r .A. . .. co-
captain of the varsity soccer team .. . 
plea san t personal i ty . .. Varsity Club 
mem ber. 
John M. Ehnot 
" Moc" . • • Phoenixville day student 
. . . troubles with Chevy ... key man 
at Jerry's marke t .. . football- rugged 
tackle for four years ... ZX's non -
drinker ... devoted student-excels in 
music apprecl . • • unique nose -blow 
. .. no peace In the library . .. success 
sure. 
Jerome W. Eisenberg 
Inhabits 8io lobs ... always a pract ical 
joker ... member of James M. Ander's 
pre-med society ... a Ph il adelphia 
notive ... future (oreer In medicine 
Ursinu s . ph iloso-... transferred to 
phy student ... friendly personality. 
H. Jay Ely 
Never in his room .. . soccer (o ' coptain 
· .. YMCA president ... Messiah. 
Meislersingers ... Music Club leoder 
. "y. f · .. lennlS leom . . . au re so or 
out of it." . .. Cub and Key . .. Chern 
lob assistant ... enthusiastic worker 
· . . always smiling 
things of him . 
... expect great 
Charles E. Fach, Jr. 
" (hoi" ... typical ex-sa ilor ... can· 
noisseur of blondes ... exchequer of 
Sigma Rho ... Beach Hoven's favorite 
bartender ... excels 01 dorts. ping, 
pong. and pinochle ... waist -line 
worner ... lover of Darlene bars .. . 
flashes dimples on special occasions . 
Robert W. Fehnel 
"Bob" .. . intramural football ... bond 
... Messiah orchestra ... Bus. Ad. 
major ... ready to settle world's eco-
nomic probl ems . . . Derr Demon 
"Looks like the Army's gonna gel me." 
... purple passion for Fir. ... "Lough 
and the world laughs with you ." 
Ruth M. Feidler 
"Ruthie" ... friendly and easy-going 
· .. Fircroft's Iturbi ... infectious 
laugh ... energetically combines aes-
thetic loves wilh Bio ... party girl 
· . . Dr. Wagner's side-kick .. . Phi 
Psi pol . . . lends her alto to the 
Ursinus choral groups ... " Oh , I don" 
know ." 
, 
Ha rold E. Feist, Jr . 
Many nicknames : " Feisty, Fox, Hawk" 
· .. a curve boll artist on the baseball 
learn ... Business Administration major 
· .. day student from Norristown ... 
frequents Day Study ... pinochle 
• • • "Who dealt?" . . . drives 






Nelson M. Fellman, Jr. 
"Nels" .. . Ruby 
• • In every pIC . . 
Sigma president. 
co-editor ... finger 
. amiable Delio Pi 
· .. Weekly sports 
. Dungeon dweller 
editor ... got to 
know 0 g irl nomed "Chris" . .. large 
repe to ire of puns .. . stresses punctu -
ality ... " Righ t' " .. . cord playing fon 
· .. budding journalist. 
Frank J. Ferry 
" Fran kie, coptoin of the Ferryboat" ... 
doy student from Atlont ic City . . 
A.C.R.A . iockey. A.C.S.P ... . pre· legol 
... coffee club regular ... favorite 
food : Italian spaghetti and home cook-
ing .. " Nothing like a little CIgar 
and a little girl," 
William G. Ferry 
" Bud" . .. quiet, ob serving and aware 
· . . engaged vcteron ... his reol 
interest lives in Moorestown, N. J .. .. 
A.C.R.A. jockey .. . president of th e 
Newman Club .. . pre-meder. 
William R. Fischer 
"AI icc" ... stellcr halfback four years, 
co-capta in in '51 . .. ZX veep . . . 
spends weekends in Quakertown with 
Nancy . . . tra ck, seven events . . . 
intramural athlete ... Varsity clubber 
· .. usually quiet, but oh , those stags 
· .. famous for pre-game pep talks. 
Peter B. Fisher 
Je ff . bound . . . S-lis ter ... head ba s-
ketball manager . . . pre-med socie ty 
· . . one of the 10:30 boys . .. never 
in his room . . . intramural sports 
e nthusia st ... Schlitz . . . " fumrev id" 
.. a faithful buddy . .. ambitiou s 
· .. will make on exce ll e nt doctor. 
Doris L. Fite 
"Oos" .. leads KO clan .. . a Rosi e 
from 'way bock .. . her goal : one 
hundred pounds ... wedding be lls in 
June .. . pe rsonality plus ... that 
"raucou s" voice ... ask her about 
Norri stown . .. our songbird ... " He y 




Ronald A. Frankel 
The New Yorker .. . lover of • Wine, 
women and song .. 
.. . Ught Up the Sky 
walch him oct 
magnate . • • 
cartoon ist extraordinary ... Sigma Rho 
pillar. weightlifter and soccer 
enthusiast ... low school bound 
good pol and loveable guy. 
• 
Ma ry C. Fren ch 
• • • 
" Polly" ... day hop from Collegev ille 
. . . 0 Chi president ... first lady of 
the sen ior closs ... hos yet to be seen 
without a sm ile . . d Bio ma ior ... 
" Well?" ... hard worker with no fan -
fare . .. " No thank s, I'll have on 
apple." 
Frederic J . Friedlin 
" Jay" t h . . . . pre-os eo . . . arm ani co 
virtuoso .. . transferred from Pe nn ... 
hard worker . . . best customer at 
Aleyon Speedway .. . won't mix' women 
with stock cars ... hails from Pitman 
. .. " Oh boy!" ... brilliant future, 
but no technic ian. 
Rob inson G. Fry 
An entertainer. specializes In 
pitchers' wind-ups and voluminous 
vocalizations ... hook shots from the 
co rner . . . Dr. Oppenfry . . . "Ga me 
of darts?" . . . ever present white 
bucks .. . collie connoisseur ... loyal 
Brooklyn rooter . .. "let's ploy some 
pinochle." ... great guy for a friend . 
Jacque line Graf 
" Jonni" . .. one of three . . . Omega 
Chi. . that Weekly deadline ... 
Alpha Psi Omega president ... move 
over, Kather ine Cornell . . . nightly 
letters ad infinitum ... from whence 
that limousine? .. . exotic ha irdoes 
. . . " Bless you my darlings." . .. the 
King and I. 
Ph ilip S. Green 
"Ph il" .. . Jeff . .. Smith weekends 
and Bryn Mawr weekn ites ... weights-
for that Von Joh"son look . . . gin and 
cider . .. cyclosis . . . cord player par 
excellence ... free rides, courtesy of 
the freshmen .. . loves music- any 




"Stan". . wonts to drill teeth .. 
fellowship in Chern 14 ... Bio lob 
• surrealist . . . pre- .ned society . • • I n-
'rom ural hoop medalist . . . enjoys 
humor . .. re -routed 422 ... Dodger 
rooter ... weekends in Brooklyn 
"Can we put in a challenge?" 
Watson A, Gutowski 
. . . 
"Doc" ... toll blond Nordic from 
individual istic • • • Swedesburg . . 
sharpest clothes . . smooth jitterbug 
. . . three cors in one year . .. amiable, 
once you get to know him ... ploys it 
"cool" with the women ... li kes the 
Atlantic City night life . 
B, Mary Hall 
"Molly". KDK YW k I .. ... 'porpug 
... enthusiast ic .. . Mapleite . . . 
totes a mean troy . .. H.I.T . . . . 
"My word'''. . ideas galore . .. Alpha 
Psi veep . . always on the go .. . 
can put two together . . . capable . . . 
phonetic spelling 
seen my shoe s?" 
• • . " Has anybody 
Henry R. Hallman 
" Red s. Sam. Roy" ... day student 
from Mont Clore . .. Moth mo ior ... 
weekend tr ips to Penn State .. . me m· 
ber of Delta Pi Sigma fratern ity ... 
February graduate . . . haunts Day 
Study ... Ford convertible ... good 
, d "P' hi?" naure ... Inoc e . 
David J. Hallstrom 
"How h II I I'?" ' ,' , so Ive .... lsopoets 
world . .. modern Thoreau ... Handel 
or Housman anytime •.. the voice 
"Ch ',' f " I . .. eez, I s un ... camp ete 
independence ... something on every 
subject ... lontern light .. . "Nothing 
has to be done, so let's tolk ." 
J 
Clara R, Hamm 
"l.M." . t f G I .. campus agen or enera 
, 
Motors .. Kappa Delta Kappa veep 
... Rimby's gal for three years ... 
questionable art is tic talent . . . pet 
gripe: Ursinus food ... infamous fifty · 
minute showers ... moldy cheese ... 
atrocious spelling, handwriting worse 
... dormitory exterminator. 
• 
Edwin P. Harned, Jr. 
The Wyckoff fireman ... Sigma Rho 
... ba se ball . ploys at wrestling . . . 
Curt is weight-lifter ... Messiah • • 
intramural football . .. Bu si ness mojor 
and carpenter . . . studies Pol. Sci ... 
serious, thoughtful - sure before he 
speaks .. . short future in uniform, 
then walch hi m go. 
Joanne E. Heckman 
" Jo" .. . Sigma Nu .. . Bio moior • • • 
dislikes chemistry ... "Y" historian .. . 
Rirnby's redhead ... sIngs ... free 
medicol advice upon request . pre -
medical society .. , polor bear In room 
"So hI'" • • • W 0 • 
Roland W. Heinel, Jr. 
" R I" 1 o . .. a ways on 
yeor manoger of the 
tne go ... th ree 
so ccer team . .. 
Be la Sig's run-about . . . future inten-
tion s: loading highways with Plymouth 
and Dodge cors ... spe nds most of his 
time at Clamer . .. "Gotto call Joon ." 
Robert M. Henderson 
"Bob" . . . a natural leader .. . served 
as clo ss 
years . . 
president, 
. M.S.G .A. 
soph and 
member . . 
jun ior 
. loyal 
APE ... gained b udgeting experience 
as Weekly moneyman : practical oppli . 
cation- marr iage .. . profound revolu · 
tionist ... "let' s hove a BIG weekend" 
... Big Joe' s boy. 
Nancy Henrich 
Clamer's president .. . e ngo ge d to 
Dick . .. four years with " Brown ie's" 
putty tals .. . KDK . . . "I'm all right , 
Louise" ... pre-med to pre · max dur ing 
college career ... " Hide it behin d the 
typewriter" . . . always sleep y ... ever 
ready for the Schaffer turnpike. 
, 
Mary Lou Hen ry 
" Lou" .. . 944 and Phi Ps i . .. avid 
joke teller- nobody was therel . . . 
candy seller in O .c. ... h istory seminar 
enthusiast . . . " I'll be Santo" • • • 
clubs spelled with a " O "? . .. mid -





Carolyn R. Herber 
Of the Ursinus Herbers .. . Sigma Nu 
rooler ... active in "Y" ... private 
orf gallery and menogerie ... (ansden -
fious librarian • • • future revolves 
around Jack • • "Here I om'" • • • 
English club • • • one of the Rimby 
rowdies . . . • nice 
... b 
person to 
David G. High 
know • 
" Hi" is on e o f o ur bes t . .. loll, dark 
an d hand som e . .. p ropounder o f a b -
stro ct th eo ries . .. an unmoved mover 
... De lta Pi Sig ma ... gobbl es his 
food (w hich always i ncl ud es p ie) . • • 
si ng s a gu lterol ba ss . .. " W hot do 
you th in k about that , Hi g h?" 
Marga ret L. Hoope r 
"Hoop" ... varsi ty hockey captain and 
stabilizer in one small package ... 
active in " Y" war'- . .. pet peeve : 
"Whot bleach do you use?" ... holder 
of oil -around athletic award . . . KDKer 
· .. sleep and "Hoop"-inseporobics 
• • "Now really" ... Maples insti-
gator . 
J a ck W. Hum bert 
" Humpy" . . . APE secre tory ... num -
ber one tenn is man ... vorsity club 
· .. Supply Store ... stalwart Eagles 
fan ... " Manhattan" madne ss .. 
" As a member of the student council I 
forb id itl" . Bu s. Ad. major vio 
U. of Arizona .. a sk him about pairs. 
John P. Irwin 
Greek scholar ... "Must see the good 
Doctor" ... a man with a purpose .. . 
artist and author .. . humorist, bu t not 
humanist . .. knows why he "believes" 
· .. a silent organizer ... has' no 
confidence in wisdom leeth . 
• 
Marie E. Janson 
"Jon se" ... Atlant ic City 's fi rs t ci tize n 
· .. one of the (lamer clan ... 0 (h i 
ban ke r .. . pa ssion for lonterns • • • 
p e ppy. pe tite, p e rt ine nt . .. loyal clo ss 
supporte r ... " Brid ges" gop be twe en 
classes ot Supply . .. impi sh prankster 
· .. cheerl ead er w ith more boun ce to 







Lois A. Johnson 
lovely " loie" . .. shy Swede ... Oh, 
Ihol blonde hair . .. Bio major headed 
for laboratory work ... 0 Chi ... 
three yeors in the Supply . . . " You ' re 
on old pot" ... crock rifllewomon ... 
president of Baird 's . .. known for her 
good -notured d ispo sition . 
Marian E. Johnson 
Vice-presi d e nt of Tau Sig ... a lways 
a va ilable for bridge or misch ief ... 
sparkl ing wit ... " lei's hove Q lun e" 
. . . moi n amb i t ion : Bermuda ... 
" He's not for me" . . . a true ph i lo so-
phy and poetry fon . . . sun shi ne of 944 . 
Paul Jones 
" Jone sie" . . . day student whose col-
le ge home is Maple s ... tenn is co-
capta in . .. nuts about ba sketball . 
one of Minnich' s student teachers . 
'37 Chevy enthusia st ... fr iendly and 
helpful . .. FTA . . . Weekly . .. loved 
those " Y" retreats . .. " Wanta go on 
a double dote ?" 
• 
Elaine K. Kerr 
"Idwaine" . .. Rimby's ruler 
Kappa Delta Kappa booster ... Fronk 
and Earnest ... speaking speed : 152 
words per minute ... early to bed . .. 
Meisters ingers and Meuiah . . . know s 
some th ing new every day ... hard · 
working waitress .. . driving lessons 
.. . letters from lancaster. 
Patricia A. Kiebler 
Hershey bud convert . . . caricoture s 
beyond com pore .. . orig inality plu s 
. . always full of cheer .. . Tau Sig 
. .. flot on her back in the swimm ing 
pool ... flute tooter .. . coffee at mid -
n ight . .. practice le acher of d is tinct ion 
. .. graduate kn i tter. 
Joan E. Kirby 
Green ' s her favorite . . . wedd ing bell, 
in June . . frank in manner ... Tou 
Sig leader .. . two year senator . .. 
Messiah chorus . .. Oh, thot ride to 
Springfield ... switched to half bock 





,. .. ) 
• 
, .,.._;.; -
Edwin L. Klein 
"Ed" . . . Demos vice· presidenl • • 
best athlete that never played . 
Charles Antell student .. . "Goin' to 
Slovak Club?" . .. mine with . . . great 
lover . . . never wears own clothes ... 
future possibilities as ice creo m vendor 
· .. socks that stond up ... Navy vet. 
Ann M. Knauer 
Contin ental commuter .. . summer In 
Spain .. . language and Tourist Bureau , 
room 6, Duryea . . . French records 
· .. Spanish letters .. . Knou ·er· never 
thot European walk w i th th e 
caterpillar treads .. . " scroungy" 
crypt ic telegrams .. . she can" odd 
• 
• 
"Honest. ly" ... radiator trouble 
Rogmop . 
Esther E. Knoebel 
"Es" ... The Kid' s a Dreamer ... 
Alpha Sigma Nu ... senotor of Rimby's 
· .. waits for the mailman ... worries 
constantly . . . "Know what I mean?" 
· . . even · tempered and likeable ... 
German dub .. lots of fun . .'. never 
late- yet . . . Waynel 
Robert J. Krause 
" Bob" .. . good posture pe rsonified 
· . . Nant icoke roote r . . . never at 
breakfa st ... confirm e d bache lor ... 
comb inat ion coal 
. k "Th I' plc e r .. . a s 
ond huckleberry 
my boy- John S. 
Fine " . .. st i ll water run s deep . . . 
second supper at 9 P.M . . .. regular 
sub scr iber to Outdoor Life . . . favors 
gree n. 
Robert M . Kreamer 
Medicine for the love of medicine • • • 
Saturday morning football manageri a l 
chores ... aces over light ... envy 
of his bald friends ... unquestio ned 




. . . 
supreme . .. Con · 
"What did Kreamer 
Joanne B. Kuehn 
A true friend ... four years ot Maples 
... Ph i Psi ... Fizz Ed roommates ... 
counts days till vocation s . . . business 
world- beware . . . Jack·of· all · trades 
.. . efficiency plus ... always busy 
. . favorite pa stime : kn itt ing and 
bridge . 
Jeanne McOue Kuhn 
Nature enthusiast ... husband at Penn 
med ... cover girl features ... con -
tinuously studying ... famou s b innie s 
•.. appreciate s the masculine view-
po int ... abhors alarm clocks ... 8 io 
mojor ... "pfuff" . . . lover of oris 
.. marriage won'f engender lassitude 
. . . meticulou s ... relaxes by dancing. 
Joseph C. Lambert 
"Joe" • • • architecturally minded • • • 
"Ah, those yeors in Japan" . .. mus ic 
lover . .. jitterbugs to Wagner ... 
Brodbeck's Borney Oldfield ... "Tests 
aren't everything" ... subtle sense of 
humor . .. poison ivy allergy .. . al -
ways ready to walk ... "Are you going 
down for a few?" 
William J. Lampeter 
"lump" ... one of our marr ie d vets 
... Bears' champion hurler ... head -
ing for a future a s a Phys Ed teacher 
and coach ... (aptain of 1952 bose-
ball team . . . day student residing in 
Collegevi lle ... full of fun. 
Saul W. Lande 
" Sonny" .. . Curta in club. ' , Lantern 
stoff ... pre· med society .. 
d'yo like thi s bow tie?" 
"How 
• Wine , 
women ond song . , . ort is t extra · 
ordinoire . . Derr Demon . .. ches s 
fiend . , . " Babeel" ... " The intel· 
Ie dual atmosphere of the Inn is highly 
diverting ," 
Barbara P. Landis 
" Barb" ... W.A.A. prexy .. . liked 
student teaching . . . attraction at 
Stewart ... J .V. sparkplug . .. viva· 
Claus . . summers 01 Stone. Harbor 
... Tau Sig rooter .. . B· lister ... 
" I'll never ride in anolher Crosley" .. 
varsity tenn is . . . "Why does it have 
to be winter?" 
• 
Jean T. Leety 
She lives for hockey .. , " Did you see 
my goalie pod s?" ... crusader for 
Phi Ps i just ice ... a hectic struggle 
keeping girl's sports and the Weekly 
interpretat ion straight ... always for 
Shreiner .. . " Ton igh t I study'" ... 







William J. LeKernec 
"Bill" ... Stine 
Lonter" editor . 
man ... T.A .. . . 
. . "Pleeeas buy a 
Ruby" .. . Fran's little boy ... "Spare 
that hair" . .. that man laves his ole 
... sea stories ... "Sure, I'll go over 
your comp" ... he's in the stocks . .. 
Drexel bound. 
Warren M . Levin 
Two·a nd ·a · half year stud e nt .. p re· 
me d so cie ty ... looking at J e ff • • • 
tumbling . . . wres tli ng ... Sp ir it com · 
mittee ... B· list ... wee ke nd s in 
Phi lly ... " Gotto moke a phone coW' 
. .. bridge 1· 2, pinoch le 3·4 .. . 
record number of times in PE 101 · 2 .. . 
Rcc cente r habitue . .. " Anybody goin' 
to the d iner?" 
K. Linford Loesch 
" lin" .. baseball manager pa r excel -
lence ... Weekly reporter . .. likes to 
trovel .. . bought Smithgoll's Ford ... 
Golden Gote sightseer ... Florida 
hitch -hiker .. Messiah ... Meister-
singers ... future Gulf Oil presiden t 
· .. "Fill 'er up, Sir?" ... census 
toker ... "Why do you buy gasoline?" 
Katha rine A. Loman 
" Kay" ... V.P. of Alpha Sigma Nu 
· .. permanent Rosie ... Bob's "Kitten" 
· .. ploys a smooth clarinet . .. scribe 
of pre-medders ... Dr. Wagner's gal 
Fri day ... Canterbury club . .. cute 
and petite ... curly locks . .. always 
found on second floor of Pfahler •.. 
"Oh, Roberti" 
Wilmer F. Loomis, Jr. 
"Ca ptain Mercury" . . . ZX scri be . .. 
football safety man ... storgazer .. 
trock ca pta in .. . lesso n plans, cheaper 
by the d o zen ... Brodbeck intramural 
ace ... movies-you nome it, he's 
seen it .. . pleasant perso na lity with a 
robust laugh ... fu ture coa ch. 
Mary Jo Lucas 
Inve te rate hike r ... those shorti es I ... 
" Gadzoo ks l" . .. second home- lob s 
• . . th ird floor Pfhaler . .. inim itabl e 
Fuffy ... sem inar courses . . . loved 
organ ic .. . trips to New York City • .• 
lucas' main interest in life?- see her in 
public speaking. 
Richard E. Ludwig 
Chern major and lob assistant • • • 
president of the 8eordwood chemical 
society . . . dislikes Bio and other non. 
scientific subjects . . . summertime musi-
cian . .. header for graduate school 
. . . eosy going . .. loves organic, in-
habits third floor Pfoher ... encourag-
ing personality. 
Donald S. MacKenzie, Jr. 
" Don " . . . " Moc" . . . three year 
Oungeon ite . . . Pol Sci wit . . econo-
mist in the purest sense ... Whiz Kid 
fon . .. nocturnal bull sess ions ... 
ge nial ho st ... enthusiastic about " Y" 
refreats . .. outdoor sportsman 
Brodbeck's bigg es t broker ... 
connOisseur. 
Shirley J. MacKinnon 
• • • 
food 
"Moc" .. . All -College choice . .. three 
lei ter gal . . . Phi Psi pol ... "Freckles 
ore beauty marks" . . . loves to study 
(?) . . . hotes cols ... totes trays for 
• 
preceptresses ... one of Snell's Belles 
. . . Soph ruler . .. summers find her 
O.C bound . 
Donald S. Malven 
"Don" ... skipper of the Spindrift . . . 
hails from Poughkeepsie, frequents Nor-
berth ... ardent capitalist . . . future 
bull on the exchange .. . Stine Steam-
rollers .. . member of extinct Bus Ad 
club .. . skiing fan ... friendly guy. 
Kenneth A. Mammel 
" Ken" ... History major from Bucks 
County . .. usually found in library 
· . . quiet . .. " V" cabinet member . . . 
heavy handed on the typewriter .. . 
four year soccer and track man .. . 
intramural wrestling champ . . . author-
ity on the glodiolus . . . " Oh , boy I 
Scallops I" 
Sonia M. Marcussen 
" Sonny" . .. that Latin and Norwegian 
combination . . . pract ice teacher 
supreme . . . just hear her laugh .. . 
Sigma Nu ... p inned to on APE .. . 
permanent fixture on South Hall porch 
· . . Mess iah ... three years a wa itress 







Edna C. Markey 
Sparkling eyes, a vi'locious smile . . . 
city boys look out . . . she will use her 
Spanish in the busi.,ess world . .. faith -
ful French club secretory and Meister-
singer ... friendly, good-natured ..• 
we could never get olong without her. 
Harry M. Markley 
Weekly circulati on manoger ... well -
known in Maples .. . energetic Meister-
singers business manager . .. band 
trumpeter .. . Brodbeck teller-dweller 
. . . Pottstown practice teacher . . . 
Messiah ... grumpy and dumpy in the 
morning ... "Y" cabinet ... H istory 
mojor . . . capable and dependabl e 
. .. vacationed at Bell. 
Nancy A. Matterness 
left hand sparkles for " Dunuld" 
"V" enthusiast .. . good cit izen 
• 
• • 
KDK ... Dutchman from lebanon . . . 
Mother Motterness ... " 1'11 be dipped" 
o 0 0 makes with"the light chit ch at 0 0 0 
Maples chief • • • cookies con stitute 
b kf 1 " Q . 1 h " rea as 0 0 0 ule our 0 0 0 
W.S.G.A. 
Marion L. Matteson 
Happy·go-Iucky 0 0 0 four years at 
Maples 0 0 0 Pensacala hits the spot 
"Y" k? . 'd ' . I' o 0 0 war 0 0 0 0 VIVI Imaglna Ion 
- George ond Arfur 0 0 0 Tau Sig scribe 
o 0 0 one of Morri son's maids 0 • 0 
sports manager 0 0 0 ""II never get this 
Lil read'" ... W.S.G.A. 
Grace E. Matthews 
"G m" e .. . one of three .. . Rosie 
Crustacean 0 • 0 Maples' dictionary 0 0 0 
dabbled in the Curtain club 0 0 0 dwells 
in the Supply 0 0 0 Pi Gamma Mu mem-
ber 0 0 0 Om ega Chi 0 0 0 from beetles 
to bonking 0 0 0 flashing brown eyes 
o 0 0 the reign of Frederick the Great. 
Thomas B. McAvoy, III 
"Bricks" 0 0 0 transferred from Penn 
State 0 0 0 Business Administration major 
o •• member of Day Study pinochle 
club .. 0 "Stick the dealer" 0 0 0 day 
student from Phoenixville 0 0 0 "Did 
he toke roll?" 0 • 0 has that sleepy 
laok ... Della Pi Sigma. 
• 
• 
Robert L. Meckelnburg 
" Rube " 
ness . . 
. . epitome of conscientious-
Jeff novice .. . president of 
pre-medders . .. imprints 
porch ... Cub and Key 
heavy foot ... Beta 5ig 
on Shreiner's 
• . . . soccer s 
stalwart . .. 
student council ... 8io dept . foreman 
... calls Pfholer his home ... class 
worker. 
Gordon W. Mella 
Prc -medder . .. chern brai n ... can· 
scientious .. . cool man with the ladies 
... James M. Ander's pre-med society 
... J.V. basketball . . . likes darts 
with Pabst ... med school bound . . . 
Friday nights at Wally's . .. sure to 
reach the top. 
Paul A. Merki 
"Merk" ... day student from lansdale 
· .. driver of a " powerful" Chevy 
Messiah chorus ... History major • 
does his own thinking .. . serio us and 
thoughtful . . . called to preach . 
Edward W. Mewing 
" Straight Arrow" . .. secon d yeor trans-
fer from Clarkson Tech . .. Phys Ed 
major .. . varsity football ... track 
· .. two oi three year sojourn . .. Mr. 
backer-up himself . .. ZXer .. . loves 
deer hunting and the G iants ... will 
go places as a coach . 
Adelle V. Michels 
" Mike" .. . Bio enthusiast ... Phi Psi 
gal ... constant communications to 
Drexel Hill ... misch ievous eyes ... 
embalmed cat specialist . . . distinc-
tive giggle ... pillar of Fircroft . .. 
lillie time for sleeping .. . popular lob 
a ssistant ... " Hi , cutie" ... collector 
of rare art icles. 
Theodore R. Miller 
"Sch mig" ... day student from Abrams 
· .. member of ZX fraternity and varsity 
club ... likes all girls, especially one 
from Read ing ... exceptional wrestler 
• . serious student ... likes to travel 
· .. hard worker ... part time hauling 




John J. Mullahy 
"Jock" ... Business Administration stu-
dent . .. Glenwood Avenue resident 
... former member of the closs of '51 
. . . European trovels with the Army . .. 
Messiah chorus .. . likes horseback 
riding ... Army reservist . . . amateur 
photography his hobby ... good guy. 
Erwin T. Muska 
"Erv" . .. majored in Biology ... one 
of our married vets .. . Collegeville 
resident ... conscientious, amiable .. 
vice president of Future Teachers ..• 
pions to teach ofter graduation ... 
education courses and practice teach-
ing ... pleasant to talk to. 
Leonard Niesenbaum 
" lenny" . .. female frogs beware • • • 
B-list ... pre-med ... " It's the great-
est'" . . . "Cohen, throw over on arm" 
. " Our fother who ort in Pfholer" 
. rah -rah boy ... whot a bedside 
monner . "Sophtic" . .. biological 
odvocote of the braille system ... 
Zum Wohll 
Eugene A. Pascucci 
"G" Id ene .. . eo s APE', . .. Ruby 
busine ss manager ... "tackle by Pas-
cucci" . .. Lantern moneyman ... per-
sonality plus ... Weekly sports staff . .. 
wrestling team ... chapel and Chand -
le r ... actor? . .. Vars ity club veep 
• • • pre-legal society ... " Gotto get 
that sun!" . .. successful future. 
Thomas W. Pattison 
Transfer from Westminster College .. . 
spen t some time with the Navy . . . 
Biology major . . . commutes from 
Paoli .. . James M. Anders pre-medical 
society ... that curly hair .. . pleasing 
personality . , , destined for success. 
\ 
E. Jane Perreten 
"Janie" ... Sigma Nu supporter .. . 
Rosie ... South Hall's midget .. . 
weakness for a certain Sigma Rho man 
... Messiah , .. guardian of the 
bread ... Feb. grad ... South Sea· 
ville's scatterbrain. , . 10-10:30, out I 
. , . always bewitched, bothered and 






Ambrose B. Peterman 
"Pete" ... day student from Spring 
City ... Delta Pi Sigma .. • favors 
stag parties ... Bus. Ad. EQojor ... 
adversion to razor blades ... always 
Frick's lock bound ... burns up rood 
with '49 Ford ... "Is thot right, Jelly-
bean?" 
William H. Poore 
"Billie" ... passer of '51 Bears • • • 
leoder of FT A ... v.P. of Sigmo Rho 
. . . weekend journeys to NJC . . . 
Patricia • personified • • • pOise • • • 
sports fon • • • moth teacher .. • " How 
poor?" .. • 0 saintly a ctor .. . seriOUS, 
industrious individual with brilliant 
future • • • coaching caper . 
Charles P. Pritchard 
"Charlie" . .. pre· med man .. . famous 
for his all . night stands . . . Beta Sig 
. . . "I'm late" .. . soccer . .. Messiah, 
four years . . . what a tenor . . . 
wrestles .. . operetta lead .. . "I'm 




"Dick" ... "Rich" ... Warden of 
Delta Pi Sigma . .. "I'll take care of 
the entertainment" .•. standout defen. 
sive guard for grid squad . •. "Why 
wasn't my nome in the paper?" ... 
day student from Phoenixville . .. good 
sport. • 
David S. Reice • 
"Ace" •.. president of Varsity club, 
Zeta Chi and Interfraternity council • . . 
captain of basketball squad ... Bus. 
Ad. major ... four year man of court 
team ... Army bound ... Curtis lifer 
. .. sure success in business world. 
Carl H. Reifeis 
The Hoosier . .. Molly's mon ... stal-
wort Demos treasurer .. B· lister • • • 
all Curtis intramurols .. . track and 
J.V. basketball .. . writes, thinks . . . 
pinochle or chess ... campus laundry-
man .. . Mill·er . . . appreciates Jersey 
products . . . business future , first a 
uniform ... "So long'" 
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Benjamin F. Rittenhouse 
" Bud" ... ZX stalwart ... relieved 
from football duties by Pol .. happily 
married . . . Bus. Ad . ... Norristown's 
most enterprising reol estate ogent ... 
sow service in Sewoid's Folly . . . 103 
food dealer .. . leader of Norristown 
youth movement ... last hour crom ~ 
• mlng. 
Ernest A. Roemer, Jr . 
• 
" E . .. "Th E II "p ' rOle • .. e rn • •. rUSSlon 
Head" .. . populor wherever he goes 
. keep~ Glenwood Memorial worm 
· .. Sigma Rho booster ... interfra-
ternity council ... student council . . . 
future naval officer .. . Supply Store 
Robin Hood . .. loves "that girl" .. . 
handsome and happy . .. " Aw, c'mon ." 
Frances M. Rose 
Resident of South Hall three years • • • 
German club . . . LR.C. .. . chess club 
· 10:30 toasted cheese sandwiches 
. greenhouse in room 5 ... hotes 
dead flies and sudden noises . . . future 
with Sternberg . .. social work . . . 
evening walks to study the stars. 
Robert B. Rosenberger 
"The Goy Rascal" ... Cub and Key 
· .. president of Sigma Rho . . . 
Weekly pillar . .. student council .. . 
everyone's friend .. . gregarious .. . 
energetic .. . conscientious ... future 
hi star ian ... avid sports fon ... messy 
desk ... ladies' man • • • numerous 
nicknames ... "Hey, Ern, what's so 
funny?" 
Ann G. Royer 
"Ann" ... South Hall's math teacher 
. .. staunch Sigma Nu member • • • 
Rosie ... consistent B· lister ... toke 
your troubles to her ... "Well, jeepers" 
. . . crazy about horses ... really at 
home in blue jeons .. . summers ot 
camp. 
--
Edward T. Ruch 
" Ed" . . . Bela Sig ... Ruby slaf! • • 
Business club • • • Newmon club • • • 
campus, T. V., and rodio vocalist • • • 
"Spar's" proud master . . "Honest, 
boys, she's harmless" ... 8us. Ad. 
mojor ... enjoys discussion ... future 
in personnel . .. friendly and cheerful 
. . . valuable friend . . . "loaded" 
with ideas. 
Inge Rudloff 
A paradox ... European, yet so Ameri-
can ... medical student from the Uni-
versity of Munich ... vocabulary co m-
plete from classics 10 slang . .. every-
thing American is "terrific" - from 
chewing gum to boys ... charming a nd 
feminine .. a unique Super House 
product ... "It's wonderfull" 
Mykola Saporoschenko 
"Myk" . . . Chess clu b presi d e nt ... 
German clu b ... LR.C. ... Beta Sig 
V.M.e.A .... Feb ruary gradua te 
... moth major . . . am alg amated to 
A merican life ... studied at Universi ty 
o f Kiel, Germany ... infecti ous person -
ali ty ... friendly and cheerful . . . 
co nscientio us ... excellent student . . . 
f uture in moth o r p hysics. 
• 
Elizabeth L. Sche irer 
Faithful chapel chorister ... often seen 
in She iner reception room ... carries 
on at Vespers ... "A party? I'll be 
over" . , , likes a good d iscussion, .. 
"If onyone calls I'll be bock in three 
minutes and forty-five seconds" ... 
always smiling. 
H. Boyd Schellhase 
From southern Pennsylvania, , , a moth 
ma jor with a special interest in physics 
, , , hopes to get into physics research 
after graduation, , , member of college 
bond for four years, octing as student 
director in senior year , . , active 
worker in " Y," 
Louis Schneier 
Day student from Norristown , , , per-
sonality kid , . , social director and 
vocalist in Poconos , . , pre-med student 
.. , broken cello maestro , . , he plans 
to found the "lewyo" dinic after medi A 
col school, , , future success is sure. 
Mary C. Schoenly 
"Sticks" , , , Fizz Ed mojor from Col-
legeville , , , leads cheers with on 80· 
proof grin , , , 0 Chi rooter . • • 
divides time between Maples, Clamer 
and Supply . , , "Jeno Peezol" ... 
her home converted to soro rity ho use 
o fter proms, . , loya l pol. 
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Frank Schultz, Jr. 
"Dutch" ... three years on campus 
... Krupa of the class . . . fool boll 
player and "concussion" man ... ex-
Morine and Midshipman . .. Varsity 
club ... APE .. . "vacations" at Sky-
top ... marrying in September •. 
" Hi, Doll" .. . has the "Combo" ..• 
Tenderly is the greatest. 
• • 
Peter N. K. Schwenk, III 
" Pete" .. . Mr. O .c. ... Ocean City 
and Florida ... Business Administra-
tion mOlor ..• Zeta Chi .. . remem -
bers Korea ... a conscientious worker 
. . . at "the Poin'" ... Dod's room-
mote ... "See you on the beach." 
-
Albert C. Selke 
" AI" .. . hails from Merchan tvill e, N . J. 
· .. pre-med ... Beta Sigma lambda 
· .. "When's the next stog?" ... 
mojors in Bio, Psychology and nurses 
· .. always a smile . . likes to slee p 
(through classes) .. . field and stream 
" 0 I?" I man. .. ar s . . .. grea guy. 
Marjo rie J. Sellick 
"Marge" ... 944's efficien t president 
· .. strums the uke and tootles the 
nute. a su btle wit and a d ead pan 
face .. letters to Walt ... Chinese 
pajamas her specialty .. . secretary of 
Sigma Nu ... a legitimote gnper ... 
"For corn sakes." 
William Shakin 
"Bill " . .. pre-legal soci e ty.. Che ss 
club ... intramural table tennis cham-
p ion . .. B-liste r ... Bio·chem ma lo r 
· .. me d sch ool p ro sp ect .. . favorite 
pa stime : dancing . .. home is chem is-
try lob ... future in research on Bio -
chemical processes. 
Ruth A. Sharp 
"Ruthie" ... Bancroft and 944 product 
· . _ placid Fizz Eder ... cord Sharp 
· . . loves Ihol " odd shoped fellow" 
· . . mod a stronomer? . . . freckle-
faced squaw ... Omega Ch i veep ... 
ovid hunter ... curious, but under· 
stondir}g ... Jersey form gal ... 
naive ... "W-h-a -a · t?" 
Thomas J. Shaw 
"T J .. I h 'd . . '" a ways oppy ... presl es 
over Demas ... ex· Curtis man, now 
travelling . . . has some Biology courses 
. .. "They ore my friends" ... hearty 
lough ... future salesman and broker 
. .. " I must lose weight." 
Robert R. Shinehouse 
" Bob" ... doy student from Phoenix· 
ville- usually found at Sixth Avenue , 
Collegeville • • • one of those 8io 
mOlors ... Sigma Rho . always a 
wisecrack . . . hordworker . .. has hod 
an interest i ng assortment of jobs 
can be i denti fied anywhere by 
walk. 
Dorothy E. Shirtz 
"Dottie" . . . February farewell 
"That' s Georgel" . . . KD from 
. . . th irteen spades at Medford 
. . . 
that 
• • • 
U.D . 
• • 
(lamer' s ex . president . . " "I'm all 
right, Louise" . . . skept ic .. . " I don't 
want to ploy this game anymore I" .. . 
always ready to drop the books and go. 
Marguerite E. Spencer 
"Spence" . .. femole Jim Thorpe .. . 
Maples hellion ... our " Petite Mar-
guerite" . . . that mentol hospital , who 
was the pat ient? ... pract ice teaching 
outlawed those dungorees .. . Omega 
Chi- now, then and always . .. "Don" 
slam that doarl" 
Barbara R. Stagg 
" Borb" .. . lends feminine charm to a 
tenn is racquet ... a system for every-
th ing ... 0 Chi .. . Rimby ' s beauty 
. .. authority on Tschaikow sky, trumpets 
and hyg iene .. . busy Phys Eder . . . 
FT A ... " Anybody wont a ride?" .. . 
that gold Hudson ... "Oh sweetie I" 
Charles J. Stahl, III 
"Chorl ie " ... pre-med society . . . 
Beta Sig . .. chern lab ass istant . . . 
another famous Derr Demon ... Jeffer-
son med school bound . . . likes to 
talk ti ll three in the morning . . . 
" Th is is the season of the yeor to g o 
quail hunt ing." 
• 43 
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Franklin M. Stein 
Pre-meder ... Biology whiz .. . week-
end s in Philly ... " Hoagie. anybody?" 
· . . qui e t and stud iou s . . . dashed 
through U. C. in two-ond-o -holf years 
· .. " Wh e n I was th in " .. . spark-
li ng pe rsonal ity ... " Birch beer, Roc" 
, . , popu lor among his fr iends. 
Jeanette M. Stewart 
" Jeanne" . , , more activities thon 
cla sses .. Sigma Nu .. . a spir ing 
journal is t .. . oight owl at Rimby' s . . . 
sleep s all doy . . . Mei stersingers' 
accompan is t ... heads debaters , T.K.A. 
· .. periodic starvat ion diets .. . self-
taught viol i nis t .. . quite a sense of 
humor . .. you always know when 
Jeanne's around. 
Charles R. Summers 
" Charli e" , , Canterbury club com -
ma nd e r , • telev is ion star , , , 
" Re ally?" .. . wa iter of long stand ing 
· . . " No second sl" .. . Flori da hitch-
hike r . .. Meisters ingers .. . one of 
"Doc' s" best tenors . . . Messiah . .. 
Ch i Alpha , ' . "Bishop" , , ' headed 
for the Philadelphia ~ivinity School. 
Jerry Summers 
Pre -dent . . _ headed for the bar , ' . 
loyal Demos man . 
lab ass istant . . 
. ambition: Bio 
terrific sense of 
humor .. . loads of personality . , , 
b d ' fr' d , "Can'l clutter every 0 y s len .. 
my mind with details" . .. clever ... 
really smart when serious. 
Charles W. Swartley 
Hi story ma jor ... day stud ent from 
Chalfont . . . main stay of Me ssiah bo ss 
section .. . a marr ie d man ... headed 
for Kansas City, Mo. 
Chris tian service , , , 
. . calling in 
se rious, deter-
mined, opt imi stic, sincere. 
Eil' -
Harry M. Swartz 
"Jeff" . pre-med , first , lost and 
olways .. . Millbrook ' s right hand man 
. . . cheerful loser at cords .. . "Ever-
ready Chevy" . .. two loves : moustache 
and tweed jacket . . . "Gotto have a 
dote" . . one of Brownie's boys ... 
tokes off on impulse . .. birch beer. 
Jeremy O. Sweeton 
"Jerry" . . . Bus. Ad . mo jor • • 0 
import from Oherl in . . . ambitiou s 
... conscientious worker .. . Pi Gamma 
Mu . . . pleo sont persona lity .. . a l-
ways has on angle .. pre-legal 
beagle ... snappy d resser . . . headed 
for the bar- law, that is. 
Joseph A. Talocd 
"Joe" .. . breakfost every morning 
.. . hails from the great North .. . 
forever hustl i ng . .. Oldsmobile owner 
.. . sporh minded .. . Signal Corps 
vel . .. d isa strous afternoon nops ... 
d Ol "c .. reo y sm! e . .. orne on -non . • . 
affinity for coffee ... Freeland's social -
.:ler .. . bugs on Bio .. . amiable dis-
position . 
William W. VanHorn 
" Bill" . . . jubilant singer with a spark-
ling W itt ... bathroom medleys .. . 
exercises in the morning .. . " Listen 
fellos, I couldn" study for my test so 
I wrote th is poem" .. . his laugh per· 
vades . .. Bio ass istant . . . Mu si c club 
.. . (ub and Key. 
Donna l. Webber 
Midd le nome's " gull ibl e" .. . Mei ster· 
singers' secretory .. . n ight lobs .. . 
always will ing to lend a hand . . . 
" Y" public ity chairman ... troy-toter 
· . . Maples gal .. . brown eyes . . . 
o (hi . . . effic ient .. own s " umteen" 
stuffed anima ls . . . Yeo , Radnorl . .. 
"10m nol eitherl" 
Shirley l. Weidknecht 
" Poodg ie" .. . four years in (lamer 
· .. Sigma Nu .. . 8io major . . . 
students' favor ite teadl er . . . strong 
rooter for UP' bu rg" ... never without 
o sche dule . . . has always li ked the 
Army . . . hates alarm clocks . . . 
second home is the d iner ... B-lister. 
o 
Sara A. Weirich 
" Sol" ... always cheerful, except be-
fore a big history test ... Shreiner 
president ... Armstrong 's right hand 
woman ... "Not in the pretzels, girlsl" 
· .. Myerstown enthusiast ... always 
taking "shors" ... a lOY" p ill ar ... 
calories and milk .. . number one Ros ie 
· .. Sigma Nu. 
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George M. Wilson 
"Cliff" .. the wire 6' -5" .. . well -
groomed . .. populor ... president of 
closs of '53 ... Demas . . . basketball 
hawker ... Freeland's guitor madman 
.. . " Who se little girl are you?" ... 
beer, women and song ... known to 
have a few ... Brown bock's protege. 
Joanne Woodruff Wimberg 
" Jody" . . . presides ove r Hobson • • • 
Tau Sig fon . .. new residence in Egg 
Harbor ... three yeors right half • • • 
where there's a " Will" there's a way 
... leads te nnis team ... "Sut the 
salt's the best port of the pretzels." 
David B. Winther 
" Dave" .. . founder to the Wintherion 
School of Ph ilosophy ... staunch sup-
• 
porter of th e Old World chorm sch ool s 
· .. thwarted octor. . veritable super-
man ... tumbler ... ZX rooter. • 
Curtain clubber . . . pre-legal ... 
banker for his buddies . .. top buddy 
· .. future b ig business man . 
Elaine M. Woodworth 
" Woody". . capable Fircroft prexy 
· .. KOKer . . veteran l i brar ian . .. 
Sprankle memori es ... fresh air ftend 
· . . draws a mean graph ... sharp eye 
f f . b " 8 I' or r02en string eans . .. ay, m 
really 2aomin'" . .. always ti me to 
lend a he lp ing hand .. truly sincere 
and generous friend. 
Theodore M. Yoder 
"Ted" ... football stalwart-three year 
man ... debonair ... Varsity club 
... " She's a beastl". . Zeta Ch i . .. 
one of Bossy's boys • 
mean(?) tennis racquet .. 
swings a 
. good . ti me 
Charlie ... really rugged .. . "Just 
listen to your Uncle Dud ley." 
• 
Ma ry B. Yost 
Weekly' s madame editor ... summers 
in New Mexico, winters in Phoenixville 
• 
· .. Phi Ps i ... tweed look • • 
Lontern . • • Oh, the social life of 0 
day student ... subtle sense of humor 
for everything . • • · . . finds time 
Engl ish club .. . " Sure you con do itl" 
Loren J . Zimmerman 
"Zim" . .. heads Beta Sig .. . Ruby 
stoff ... Soph Rules .. . Bus. Ad . major 
· . . co· captoin of wrestl ing squad .. . 
dependable and likeable . . . B· lister, 
finally mode it ... everyone's buddy 
" V .. · .. en yo come up. come OYVQ • • • 
without a doubt a wonderful guy . 
Donald E. Young 
"Don" .. . just couldn', forsake U. C. 
· . . the Beors' triple · 'hreo' now devel · 
op s his own athletic heroes . .. ability 
p lus ... one of the mo st prominent 
men about campus . . famous fo r 
friends and od mir'ers ... destination : 
much success in life. 
• 
Marjorie A. Fretz 
" Margie" .. . Sigma Nu president • • • 
Oh , those men! ... alwoys a twinkle 
in her eye .. . graduated in three 
yeors .. . returned as " Brown ie's" 
assistant ... faithful clarinetist .. . 
permanent Rosie . . . heads Inter-
sorority council . . . teacher(?); med 
school(?); marriage(?) . .. " Just for so." 
Kenneth Oelschlager 
"Ken" ... day student from Ziegler-
ville ... German major . .. interested 
in anything Deutsch .. . ovid hunt ing 
enthusiast ... expert on firearms ... 
o wns racy Ford roadster ... likes to 
travel ... Delta Pi Sigm a man .•. 




Fisher, 'reosurer; lightfoot , $8crelory ; Mros. vice presiden'; Wilson , president. 
JUNIORS 
The third year of our college career is both a record of things 
accomplishecl and a prophecy of things to come. As a closs and 
as individuals we have been active in college life. Our Freshman 
Dance and Soph Hop were well received and this year with Cliff 
Wilson as our president we initiated several new social events. The 
Junior Bazaar was notable among these; our Junior Prom proved well 
worth the months of advance planning. 
As we prepare to begin our final year at Ursinus-our closs 
officers and Ruby editors chosen-we anticipate on even heavier 
schedule of activities. We stand ready to maintain a strong closs 
spirit to corry us through a senior year as successful as the three we 








William H. Adams 
Kathleen J. Aeekerle 
Carmen J. Alcmeno 
Bruce M. Anderson 
Fred C. Baas 
Herbert F. Bennett 
Joyce E. Be :-ger 
George F. Bock 
Adele P. Boyd 
Betty lee Brandau 
Sarah V. Canan 
lois F. Carbaugh 
Edythe L. Carter 
Edwin R. Chantter 
Elinor M. Cloud 
Joan E. Compton 
Robert G. Davis 














Donald G. Devonshire 
Jerry Ann Diehl 
William C. Faltermayer 
Shirley G. Feidler 
Mama Feldt 
Harry R. Feulner 
Robert G. Fisher 
Curtis H. Frambes 
Lionel H. Frankel 
William S. Friedeborn 
Richard A. Gellman 
Doniel Giangiulio, Jr. 
Robert B. Gordon 
Samuel C. Gottshall 
Robert T. Grant 
Sarah F. Grater 
Elsie H. Gruber 
Jane E. Gulick 
Diana H. Handy 
Audrey E. Harte 
Richard Hector 
Harold A. Henning 
Mary Lee Hess 
Joan M. Hitchner 
Nancy Jane E. Hopple 
Gerald E. Jaffe 
Margery J. Johnston 
Josephine A. Kain 
Richard J. Kennedy 
Frank W. Kiefaber 
Robert E. Kumpf 
lyon B. leaman, Jr. 
Helen B. Lightfoot 
Jeanne Ann loyeland 
John R. loyett 
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William E. Lukens 
Sallie W. lumis 
lIa Jane Lynn 
John R. Manning 
Joseph F. Martini 
John R. McConnell 
Belly R. McElroy 
Myrna M. McGrath 
Willard J, McKeith 
Marjorie H. Mersfelder 
Frederick W. Mras 
Anne Neborak 
Spero P. Nemphos 
Edward J. Noel 
Robert I. Odenheimer 
Jean Ostermayer 
George E. Oil 
Frederick H. Owens 
• 
Sara A. Parent 
Joseph J. Phillips 
Thomas G. Phillips 
Lyman H. Pridoy, Jr. 
Jacqueline A. Priester 
Rosa M. Rapp 
Raymond K. Rauenlahn, Jr. 
Ruth Wilson Reed 
fred Reiss 
Betty Ann Rinear 
Audrey M. Rittenhouse 
Howard f. Roberts, Jr. 
Barbaro A. Roeder 
Joan M. Sapp 
Allan W. Sar. 
Evelyn O. Scharf 
Roberto F. Scheffler 















Joseph J. Schuck, Jr. 
Mary Irene Schweitzer 
John C. Schwendeman 
James F. Scott 
Joan C. Searfoss 
Edna M. Seifert 
Mary E. Sharp 
K. Joanne Sherr 
Gretchen P. Showalter 
Harold L. Smale 
Mary E. Sprenkle 
Ralph Sternberg 
Marilyn E. Stine 
Paul A. Stubbs 
Robert F. Swell 
Gordon C. Toit 
Genevieve A. Tiedeken 
Joseph A. Totino 
• 
Mary Ann Townsend 
Phil ip R. Trump 
Eleanor E. Unger 
Annie Van Elswyk 
Janet l. Vart 
John W. H. Weaver 
Kenneth G. Weisel 
Howard T. Wenner, Jr. 
H. Elwood Williams 
Robert J. Williams 
Barbara R. Witt 
Helen B. Yost 







First row : Ditto, Kacik, Willet, Gardner, Pleus, Schulz, Bjorns-
sen, Merrifield , Barnhart, Walker, Reeser, Reiniger, Haines, 
Scarlett , W illiams, Stewart, Friedlin , Morrell , Frey, Carlin, 
Kelly. Second row: Re id, M. Flickinger, E. Flick inger, Houser, 
Strode, Kern, Murphy, Maliken , Clark, Price, Lord, Engelman, 
Kobakjian, Sharpe, Powell , Traverso , Webb , Anderson, Swan, 
Thompson. Th ird row: Kehler, Voegel , Howard, Fellows, 
With the passing of this second year of our life at Ursinus, we have reached the 
half-way mark. Our two years have been definite contrasts-from green freshmen 
to mighty sophs. 
The organization and execution of our Freshman Dance, Soph Rules Committees, 
and Soph Hop under our presidents, Jeff Clark and Ed Sella, have been indicative of 
hard-working and ambitious class members led by able officers. 
We have already begun to make long-range plans for the next two years, when 
we shall assume the responsibilities and privileges of upperclassmen. And it is our 
hope that we will live up to the high opinions and expectations of success which the 




Bright, Selic, Popowich, KnuH , Glock, Rohland , Burger, Haag, 
Benoliel , Henrie, Haverst ick, Zimmerman, Oliver, Michals, 
Austin, Higge ns . Fourth row: Allen, Ertel , Helffrich , Hood. 
leel, Abraham son , Garrow, Shillingford. Ho lly, Freemon, 
Deitch , Hortman , Wheeler, Brokaw, Schaebler, Fre imuth, 
Deitz, Kuebler. Wogner, Keirn, Soltzer, Boyer. Fifth row: 
Guth, H. Davis , Bintner, Mauro, Yeager. 
Sella, president; Fr iedli" , secretory; Knull. treasurer; Popa-
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First row: M . Haslam, Feucht, Montgomery, Weaver, Stanton, 
Fisher, Bell , Sh inehouse, Hockenbury, McClure. Breuninger, 
Snyder, E. Haslam , Seitzinger, Hunsicker , Thomas, ludwig, 
lee. Ault , Tyrrell, Se xton. Second row : Bergmann, luhrs. 
Crawford, Sadler, Riffen house, Helker. Edwards. Walton, 
Hance. Wolf , Holzer. Sourber. Wannemacher , Strizki, S. 
Brown , Sensenig, Aregood , Funk. Third row : Patterson, 
Oolde , Killheffer, Newkirk, Miller, Witzel, Hahnel , Allebach , 
Mirgain , Harris, Kuhn, Smith , Scheirer, Frankenfield, Zartman , 
• 




Westerhoff, Honsell , Shannon . Fourth row: Koyonogi , Hitch · 
ner, Gillespie, Guldin, Sheen. Morris, Pollock, Cooke, Bankert, 
Skinner, Moser, Wilson, Eckert, Weitzel, Moore , Boltz, Stoner, 
Chopis, Nelson. Fifth row: Freeman, Evans, Rock, McKerihan, 
Ackerman, DuBois. Herrmann. Kromer, Millheim, lutz, Denkin, 
lavey , Bowman. Poolone , Harris , Shumacher. Matchett , Suther-
land, Greenberg. Sixth row: Faust, Faucett , Mills, Motlogo, 
Orsini, Wright, Schwab, Powley, 810n%0(o, Dawkins, Jen-
dricks, McCurdy, Schwenk, Kenney, Angstadt, Fisher. 
FRESHMEN 
This is the first complete yeor of our Ursinus history . It hos been 0 memoroble 
yeor-o year filled with novel experiences , new friends , and hard work . 
Our warm and friendly welcome to college was rudely interrupted by the advent 
of Customs, but we managed to survive it. For this formative year we chose 
Charles Kenney to lead our class. Our Freshman Banquet, our participation in 
many organizations and Christmas festivities , and our first experiences with "finals" 
combined to give us a feeling of belonging to Ursin us . With the a chievement of our 
first big class project-the Freshman Dance-we took our place as sponsors of social 
activity on campus. Now we are anticipating a sophomore year which will make us an 
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Through participation in organizations and activities we have 
acquired social grace, the poise and conversational "know-how" 
fostered by fraternity life, the principles of organization and 
administration taught by club activity, the citizenship and coop-
eration necessarily acquired in all group participation. We have 
broadened our political horizons in IRe and Pi Gamma Mu, 
increased our spiritual development through Y activity, our 
sociability at parties, dances, banquets. These have been a vital 




MEN'S STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
Thoma s Davis, president. 
The Men's Student Government Association, of 
• 
which all male students are members, accomplishes 
its duties through a Student Council of thirteen 
members elected by their respective classes . The 
council opened the current year with the institution 
of a series of minimum penalties made applicable 
to the most common misdemeanors on campus. This 
was done to discourage any unjust treatment or dis-
criminatory action in similar cases. Outstanding in 
the council's activities this year has been the propa-
gation of plans for a Student Union at Ursinus. The 
best project has been for the erection of a temporary 
union in the basement of Bomberger Hall. It is 
hoped that construction will begin in the very near 
future . Other activities include the eternal quest for 
better food, for jurisdiction over parking violators 
(fines from which violations will be paid to the Stu-
dent Union), and for a more definite stand on cheat-
ing in examinations . Although it is difficult to 
measure success at present, it is felt that the council 
has achieved better coordination between students 
and administration and that a better organization of 
council itself has been promoted. 
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First row: Humbert, Meckelnburg. Davis, president; Kern, secretory-treasurer; Beemer. 
Second row: Foreman, We sterhoff, Schwenk, Popowich . 
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Fir.st ro w: Barnhart, Mersfe lder, tre asure r; Dan iels, president; Gulick, vice 
Price, secretory. Secon d row: G rater, Townse nd , Mat lerness, Matteson. 
The problems of self-government among 286 
women students are handled by elected representa -
tives to the various div isions of the Women ' s Student 
Government Association. Recept ion and o ri entation 
of freshmen women , the annual banquet and dance 
at Christmas time, the countless tasks in preparing 
for May Day-all these fall under the jurisdiction of 
the WSGA. 
The day-by-day functioning of student govern-
ment is the concern of the Wom en's Student Council, 
executive branch of the WSGA. The Senate, as the 
legislative branch, keeps in close contact w ith dormi-
tory problems and revises student government rules 
as it sees fit. Disciplinary problems are the special 
province of the Judiciary Board, judicial division of 
the association. Within each dormitory a Hall Execu-
tive Board serves as an arm of student government 
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First row: HolI , Kuehn, Motterness, Daniel s, president; Sprenkle, secretory , Matteson, 
M. Yost. Second row: McElroy, Gul ick, Reed, Barnhart, Price, Carbaugh, Pleus, Diehl, 
Townsend , Mersfelder, Williams. 
WOMEN'S SENATE 
JUDICIARY nr.... .. • u .., • 
P CALVI' ".'''' I \11' 1'110 &1 
BOARD 
First row: Doniels. Motterness, choir· 
mon 01 hall presidents; Gulick, choir-
man of the board; Weirich, secretory; 
Woodworth. Second row: Thompson, 
Morrell, Friedli", Henrich, Rineor, 
Mersfelder, Price. 
• 










First row: Fife, Matthews , Weirich , president; Crawford , Boyd. Second row: Sprenkle, 









First row: Doughty, president; lint· 
ner, secretory· treasurer. Second row: 
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First row: Loesch, Webber, Rosenberger, Yost, edjtor-;n-chiefi 
Can on , Gu lick, Grof. Second row: Armstro ng, l. Crawford, Kain, 
Heller, Richter, Carter, Scharf, Allen, Wolker. Mouro. 
URSINUS WEEKLY 
First row: Rosenberger, Yo st, Conan. Second row: Gulick. 
Fellman . 
Under the capable direction of the editor-
in-chief Mory Yost , who has had experience as 
a reporter on the Phoenixville Daily News, the 
Weekly staff has endeavored to maintain the 
high standards of former ye ars. An effort has 
been made to present a complete cross-section 
of college activities and interests i n the edi-
torials, features, and news articles. The editorial 
column has proved an excellent sounding board 
of student opinion. and has commented on situa-
tions, events, and proposals which are pertinent 
fo the majority of students. The column on 
national and international questions and the 
column covering campus activities and news 
have both been objects of interest in each 
edition. 
The editor and her capable staff-Bob 
Rosenberger , managing editor; Jane Gulick, 
news editor; Anne Neborak, feature editor; Nels 
Fellman , sports editor; Sally Canan, copy editor; 
and the business, reporting, society, and circu-
lation staffs-have worked in close harmony. 
They must be credited with the production of a 
newspaper that is really the voice of the student 
body. 
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First row: Roemer, Markley, circulation manoger; Fellman , sports editor ; leety. Jones. 








The biggest task which the seniar class has to face each year is the publication 
of the yearbook. The editors and their assistants must do their work under pressure, 
for there are the inevitable deadlines to make, and always hanging heavily over the 
heads of the business managers is the problem of raising sufficient funds to finance 
the four thousand dollar project. 
The editors were aided in their endeavors by the committees who necessarily did 
a great deal of the work of gathering material. Heading the senior section was Clara 
Hamm, and Jean Leety and Paul Doughty were in charge of sports. Jonni Graf kept 
an eye on the photographic tasks and work on activities and organizations was directed 
by Jean Stewart. Money-making schemes and their accompanying headaches were -
the problems of the business staff. They solicited advertisements from every possible 
quarter and sought as many patrons as they could in order to finance the book. 
Concessions at football games supplied some of the needed cash, as did the perennial 
Ruby dances which, unfortunately, did not net as much as they might have due to a 
distinct apathy on the part of the student body. The job of getting the students to pay 
the final installments on their subscriptions was undertaken by the dorm representatives 
and it was not an easy one, but they succeeded admirably. Norman Cohen was 
responsible for this phase of the business. 
All in all, we of the senior class are pretty proud of this, the result of our efforts, 
the 1952 Ruby. 
EDITORIAL STAFF 
First roW': Graf, Crawford, Fellman, Hamm. Second row : Cilley, Matteson, Boumann, 











First row: Jonson, Donaldson, Pascucci , Kuehn . Second row: Zimmerman , Cohen , 
Kiszonos , MacKenzie, Ruth . 
Barbara Crawford and Nels Fellman, co-
editors 









First row: Yost , leKernec, editor; Feldt. Second row: Pascucci, business manager; Stewart, Simmendinger, 
Sapp, Hallstrom . 
THE 
The Lantern, a literary publication of the student body, gives those students with 
ability to write a chance to put their work before their schoolmates. Published three 
times a year, the Lantern contains poems and stories submitted by students to the 
judgment of eight staff members who are assisted by Mr. H. Lloyd Jones, Jr., faculty 
advisor, in the selection of material to be printed. The business staff of the Lantern 
solicits advertisements from local business firms to supplement a yearly financial allot-
ment from the Student Activities Fund. 
LANTERN 
William leKernec, editor, and Gene Pas-
cucci. bus;nen manager 
YM & YWCA 
CABINETS 




'..P ) . 
The combined efforts of the YM-YWCA accomplished much this year. They could 
point with pride to the graduation of their first DP student, Mykola Saporoschenko, in 
January. Myk was immediately replaced by Arnold Ulbrich, from Munich, Germany. 
This project well illustrates the high ideals of the combined V's. 
The Rec Center has become the core of much campus activity since its renovation 
last year. The spring and fall retreats proved again that fun and meditation and good 
fellowship can lead to many memorable weekends and to new and lasting friendships. 
As always, there were many interesting Y activities including the Professors' Panel, 
which is becoming an annual affair, dances in the T-G Gym, a spaghetti dinner, and 
the presentation of several outside speakers. 
The group is divided into commissions in order to accomplish more efficiently its 
projects. The Student Worship Commiss ion is headed by John Billman and Margaret 
Hooper, Social Responsibilities by Lois Glessner and Harry Markley, Campus Affairs 










First row: Heckman, Br igh t, Cilley, Ely and Hall . presidents; Weisel , Koc ik. Second row · Bill man, Glessner , 
Fellman . Matleson, Mommel , Schellhase, Hooper, Markley, Webber, Hartman. 
.' 
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Jonni Graf, president of Alpha Psi Omega 
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First row: File , K. Stewart, lightfoot, Weir ich, Wolker, lucas , 
Engelmen . Lynn, Williams. Samler, Mellnik. Crawford. Second 
row; Deluco, Schweitzer. Doyis. Hopple, l intner, DeSolo, 
vice president ; Roberts, president; Mersfe /der, secretory; 
Sella, treasurer; Grof, R. Frankel, Blumenthal, Degerberg. 
This year a new personage appeared upon 
the Curtain Club scene. Mr. Geoffrey Dolman 
took over the position of assistant director to help 
relieve Mr. Donald Helfferich, the Club's director, 
of some of his burdens. Mr. Dolman directed the 
first major production of the year, the fall play 
"light Up the Sky," a satire which was very well 
received by an enthusiastic audience. Witli a 
well-chosen cast and under Mr. Dolman's excel-
lent direction "light Up the Sky" was a truly 
commendable performance, entirely deserving of 
the plaudits it earned. 
Other Curtain Club activities for the year 
included one-act plays staged by the smaller 
groups into which the organization is divided. 
leaders of these groups are Ed Sella and Molly 
Hall, Ivy leaman and Marna Feldt, Delores DeSola 
and Jim Scott. 
One other major production has a place on 
Th ird row ~ Powell , Abrahamson , John , l. Frankel , Scott , 
Poore , Davis. Sare, Schuck, Hector, Honsell, Zimmerman , 
Winther, Gordon, Diehl. Fourth row: Foust , Allen , J. Siewart , 
Reed, Rud loff, Ben son , Austin, Morrell, Carlin, Frey, Thomp. 
son, Henry, Conestrin a , Handy. Stagg, Feldt, Test . 
the Curtain Club schedule for each school year. 
This is the spring play, performed on May Day 
weekend when a large number of parents join 
the throngs of spectators. A worthy successor to 
last year's triumph, " Arsenic and Old lace," was 
"The Philadelphia Story." The always-able direc-
tion of Mr. Helfferich and the cooperation of the 
Club members under the capable leadership of 
President Howard Roberts made the production 
one to be remembered. 
The raise sys!em enables any club member 
to rise from the status of "extra" to the topmost 
rank of "star." The highest honor which can be 
bestowed on a Curtain Clubber is initiation into 
the Delta Tau Chapter of Alpha Psi Omega, the 
national dramatic fraternity . "Stars" who can 
meet certain qualifications may become members 




First row: Leet, Haines. secretory-treasurer; land is, president; Siefert, vICe president. Second row: Barn-






First row: Doughty, secretary; Reice, president; Pascucci, vice president; Davis, treasurer. Second row: 
Swett, Ely. Lintner, Poore, Glock , Zimmerman . Third row: Roberts, Bennett, Schwendeman , Mewing , 









First row: Mersfelder, M. Yost, Crawford. president: Herber, Homm. Second row: Neborak, Sprenkle, 
Canan, Hallstrom, Gul ick, Ostermoyer. 
ENGLISH CLUB 
GERMAN CLUB 
, . ~ 
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Firs t row: Matthews, W e irich , Crawfo rd , vice president; Boyd . secre tory; File. Second row: Sweeto n, Rose n-
berger, Fehnel, loesch, Reifeis, Brown . 
PI GAMMA MU 
PRE-LEGAL SOCIETY 
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First row: Ph ill ip s, Brown , presi dent : Winthe r, vice president ; Frambes. Second row: Swe eton , Ferry, 
Schwenk, Stubbs. 
• 
First row: Christian, Bohner, Daniels, treasurer; Sprenkle, secretory; Gulick, Bechtle, Boyd . Second row: 
lintner, Scheffler, Fife, Grater, Handy, Mersfelder, Kiebler, Matternes s, Weise l, leety, Weidknecht, 
McGrath, Rittenhouse, Corter, Cilley, Matteson, Markley. 
FUTURE TEACHERS OF AMERICA 
BEARDWOOD CHEMICAL SOCIETY 
First row: Swartz, Owens, secretory-treasurer; ludwig, president; 
Mr. Pettit, Mr. Staiger. Second row: Brandeau, Eisenberg , Pleus. 
Sore, Stohl, Karlin, lo .... ett, Kennedy, Nemphos, Anderson. 




Cohen, .... ice president; 
lucas, Aeckerle, Fisher. 




Fir5t row: lomon, Borkey, Webber, Or. 
Brownback , Reed, Lynn, Sherr. Second row: 
Eisenberg, Weiner, Hansell, Meckelnburg, 
pre5ident; Eshbach , Buckwalter. Third row; 




Fir5t row: Michels, Feidler, Aeckerl e, Ben· 
son. Second row: Alameno, Swartz, levin, 
Clair, Schaebler, Popowich, Niesenbaum, 
Cohen , Mouro. Third row: Kern, Karlin, 
Davis, Bermon, Pritchard, Gutowski, Frei · 




Fir5t row: Fretz, Meckelnburg, pre5jdent. Second 
row: Stahl, Mella, Stein, Schwendeman. Third 
row: Kiszonas, Deitz. 
• 




Heclor, Stewart, Homm, Crispin . 
CHI 
ALPHA 
First row: lutz, C. Summers, vice president; 
Heckman, E. Williams, moderator; Weirich, 
Henrie, secretory· treosurer; Kocik. Second 
row : Bright, Shannon, Westerhoff, Aulf, 




First row: Hopple, Grof, president; Holl. 




First row: Billman, Gellman, president; Frambes, YlCe president; Phillips. Second row: Stubbs, F. Ferry, 
Sweeton, Roemer, Winther. 
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION CLUB 
MEISTERSINGERS 
Firs' row: ludwig, Fei dler, Gardn er, Stewart , Ely, Webber, secretary; Markley, business manager; Kocik, 
librarian; D. Brown, Helffrich , Erte l, Allen , Reese r. Second row: Bright, Krotz , C. Summers, Schellhase, 
Pritchard, Weisel, McCarty, lewi s, loe sc h, lukens, Hortman, Haverstick, Bintner, Ramsey. Third row: light-






First row: Carbaugh , Corter, Billman, president; G less ner, secretory; Rud loff. Second ro w· We irich, 
Soporoschenko. Rose. Sternberg, Herbe r, Rosenberger, Knoe bel . Swee ton, Scharf . 
• 
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first row : Helker, Kill heffer, Montgomery, secretory -treasurer ; Hockenbury, chairman ; McKerihon, Hitchner. 
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First row: Groter , loveland, vice president; C. Summers, president; Showalter, secretory; Killheffer. Second 
row; Bintner, Oegerberg, Matteson , Markley. 
CANTERBURY CLUB 
NEWMAN CLUB 
First row: Rueh, Alcmena. vice president; lucas. corresponding secretory; W. Ferry, president; Tiedeken, 
secretory; Sella, treasurer; Mouro. Second row : Mras, Matthews. Orsini, Neborok, Fynon, Murphy, Phillips, 
Noel, Kain. Freeman, Kelly, Sore. Sopp, Pascucci, Scharf, F. Ferry. 
• , 
I 
Fir.!t row: Davis, Reiniger, Merr ifield , Friedl in, Price, Popowich. Second row : Matteson , Morrell , Mal iken, 




Fir.!t row : Roeder, Kehler, Rauen:r.ahn, Janson. Second row: Armstrong, Niesenbaum, Ostermayer, Weaver, 
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First row: Test, Stewart, president; Handy. 




First row: Rose, Manning. secretary-treasurer; Soporoschenko and Hallstrom, presidents; Honsell. Second 
row: Bright, Canfield, Scheirer, Sternberg, Guth. 
WHO'S WHO 
! 
Barbara Crawford Jay Ely 
Bob Rosenberger Tom Davis 
Marty Daniels Molly Hall 
I 
• 
Paul Doughty Barba ro landis 
Dick Kinonas Herm Lintner 
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First row: loomh, secretory; Reice, president; Fretz, presi . 
• 
dent; Farquhar, vice president; Roemer. Second row: loman, 
French, Johnson, Sharp, Prie ster, Kirby, Hamm . Third row: 
Show, Popowich, John, Pascucci, Ko .... al, Henning, Fellman, 
Zimmerman. 
INTERFRATERNITY & INTERSORORITY COUNCIL 




First row: Deitch, Noel, treasurer; Pascucci , president; lintner, 
vice president; Humbert, secretory; Alameno. Second row: 
John , Deluco, Frombes, Sharpe, Webb, Anderson, Do .... is, 




First row; Weirich, OeSola, Sprenkle, Mersfe lder, Williams. 
Second row: Heckman, Gruber, treasurer; Fretz, president; 
lomon, vice president; Sellick, corresponding secretory; 
Sherr. Third row: Aeckerle, Simmendinger, .McElroy, Mar· 
cussen, Knoebel, Herber, J. Stewart, K. Stewart, Housman, 
Witt. 
it, 
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ALPHA SIGMA NU 
BETA SIGMA LAMBDA 
First row: Armstrong, Bright. Second row: M. Zimmerman, 
Phillips, corresponding secretory; Corl, treasurer ; l. Zimmer· 
man, president; Henning, vice president ; Kiszonos, secretory; 
Saporoschenko. Third row: McCleary, Ruch, Selke, Stubbs, 
Kehler, Moin, Meckelnburg, Pr itchard, Von DePutte, Grant , 




First row; Crawford, Carter, Hooper. Second row: Vort , 
Rineer. corresponding secretory; Diehl, treasurer ; Hamm, 
vice president; Scharf, secretory; Woodworth. Third row: 
Youndt, Barkey, Shirtz, Henrich, Boyd , Pollitt , Christian, 
Mottern ess, Kerr, Compton, Conestrina. 
KAPPA DELTA KAPPA 
DELTA MU SIGMA 
First row: Popowich, Rohland. Second row: Schaebler, 
Reifei s, treasurer; Klein , vice president; Show, president; 
Sore, secretary; Se lla . Third row: Phillips, Wenner, Mello. 
Burger, Summ e rs, Shillingford, Eddy, Wilson, Wheeler, Knull, 
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First row: Donaldson , Scheffler, Searfoss, lightfoot. Second 
row: Dunn, Stein , R. Sharp, vice president; French, president; 
M. Sharp, corresponding secretory; McGrath . Third row: 
Spencer, Schweitzer, Hood, Hitchner , Roeder, lum is, Mat-
thews, Morrell, Carlin , Friedlin , Johnson, Webber, Baumann, 
Grof, Carbaugh, John, Stagg. 
OMEGA CHI 
DELTA PI SIGMA 
First row: Dearolf, treasurer; Koval, vice president; Fellman, 
president; Satterthwaite , secretary; lukens, corresponding 
secretory. Second row: Quinn, McConnell, Costello, Guth, 







First row: Bohner, Feidler, Bechtle , treo.surerj Neborok. Lord. 
Second row: Careless, Hopple, Farquhar, president; Pr iester, 
vice president; Feldt , secretary; Higgi ns. Third row: leety, 
Rittenhou se, M. Yost, H. Yost, MacKinnon, Thompson, Frey, 
Kelly, Boyd , Henry, E. Fl ickinger, M. Fl ickinger. Kuehn, 
Michels, Engelman, Acmot. 
PHI ALPHA PSI 
SIGMA RHO LAMBDA 
First row: Stourowsky, Beckley, secretory; Foch, 'rea surer; 
Rosenberger, president; L. Frankel , corresponding secretory; 
Ott, Downs. Second row : Davis. R. Frankel, Roemer, Weisel. 
Scott, Horned , Voegel , Roberts , Tait , lange, Gruber, Freimuth, 
Rauenzohn, Tolino. 
• 
First row: Leet, Re iniger, Landis , Cilley, Ostermoyer, Reeser , 
Wol~er. Second row: Garrow, Gul ick, treasurer; Kirby, 
preslden.t; Johnson , vice president; Matteson , secretory; Barn-
hart. Th"d row: Loib, Rapp, Kiebler, Reed, Daniels, Johnston, 
Strode, Parent, Haines, Tiedeken, Price, Unger , Abrahamson, 
Merrifield, Boyer, Syvertsen . 
L'\ 




TAU SIGMA GAMMA 
First row: McKeith , Bennett, treasurer; Reice , president; 
Fischer, vice president; Loomis, secretary; Winther, corre-
sponding secretary. Second row: Mal iken , Fynon. Glock, 
Esh bach, Boyer, Schwenk, Swett, Mewing, Rittenhouse, Mras, 



























Si tt ing : Shin eho use , Careless, Moore. Stand ing: 
Thomp son , Sei fert, Matthews, Baumann , Tow nse nd , 
Friedli n. 
ay Day 
Miss Jane Platt and laura Bechtle. 
• 
May Day festivities are a tradition at Ursin us, 
and the Saturday designated for the May Pageant 
is one eagerly anticipated not only by students, but 
by friends and relatives as well. Written, produced, 
directed, and presented entirely by the women of 
the student body, the pageant itself is one of the 
high points of spring activities. 
The day begins with a morning program of 
intercollege sports and the pageant is presented in 
the afternoon. The 1952 presentation Stolen Prin-
cess of Fontasy was written by Audrey Harte '53 
and capably directed by Miss Jane Platt. Laura 
• 
Bechtle ' 52 as May Day Manager shouldered 
responsibility for the success of the day' s events . 
Highlight of the pageant is the appearance of 
the May Court. This year Jeanne Careless '52 was 
chosen queen . The seniors elected Grace Matthews 
and Phyllis Baumann as their attendants, while the 
juniors chose Edna Seifert and Mary Ann Townsend, 
the sophomores Doris Thompson and Joanne Fried-
lin, and the freshmen Marjorie Moore and Priscilla 
Sh inehouse . 
Following the presentation of the pageant 
fathers joined their daughters in an energetic soft-
ball game . A buffet supper was served in the college 
dining room and the evening presentation of the 
Curtain Club's spring production, The Philadelphia 
Story, completed the annual program. 
enior 80// 
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"Upon the field of friendly strife are sown the seeds that upon 
other fields, on other days, will bear the fruit of victory ." So 
spoke a military commander. We youth of today look to a 
brighter future-and we would want it to be a peaceful one. 
But the circles of international life are broken and deformed in 
this period of crises; there are many open links in the chain of 
world brotherhood . We are prepared to defend our ideals and 
institutions against any aggressor-to carryover the skills and 
teamwork of friendly sport to decide the all-important outcome 










lauro Bechtle. Coral Lucas. head maiorette; Max ine Walker. 
First row : Brokaw, Jonson, Reeser. Wright. Second row : Abrahamson, Schoenly, 








First row: Henning. light, Young, Popowich, Anderson . Second row: Feist, Weisel , Sm ithgoll, Remsburg , 
Stouffer, coptain ; Burger, lampeter, Sella. Top row: landis, cooch ; loesch, manager; Pancoast, head coach . 
BASEBALL 
The Bruin diamond squad, under Sieb Pancoast, ended the 1951 season with 
a 7-10 log . The weather varied from near freezing to almost torrid and the team 
played accordingly-hot and cold. 
The local nine suffered two four game losing streaks, but garnered victories in 
their final three contests-the lost two being won with ninth inning rallies. 
The 1952 squad lost the services of four through graduation, including Captain 
Don Stouffer; however with such holdovers as Hal 
Pancoast has the basis of a hustling boll club . 




5 Albr ight 
..... .... .. .. ... ....... 10 
., ... ...... . .. .. . ...................... . 6 
3 Moravian .. . . . . .. .... . . . .. ... . ..... .... .... , .. 7 
1 Temple ...... ,_, . 
14 Ph ilo. Pharmacy 
7 Hoverford 
. . . .... .., .................. .. .... 1 0 
... ............... . .............. . 
. ......... ........... ... ........ , .. 
4 
5 
4 lehigh .................. , ..... , ............. , ... ..... 6 
10 F & M ..................................... 8 
1 2 El izabethtown .. ....... .. .. .. ...... " ........ 14 
3 Sworth more o. .. ...................... ....... .. 2 
3 lincoln , ....... " ....... ..... .......... ...... .... .. 6 
0 Muh lenberg ... "" ................ " ...... ....... 14 
4 LaSalle .. .................................... 15 
8 Drexel ...... .................................... 
8 Dickinson .... ..... .. ........................... .. 
6 Drew ... ..... . ................................ . 









First row: Abraha mson , Reiniger, Hooper, MacKin noon , Vadner, captain; Hitchner , l eely, Price. Second 
ro w: Sn e ll , coach ; Murphy, Boyd , Spe ncer, Pore nt , lum is, Ritte nhou se, l ynn , manage r. 
SOFTBALL 
The Ursinus softball squad recorded its ninth 
season of undefeated competition in 1951. Hoving 
lost only twice in eleven years, Coach Snell's team 
was v ictorious in all seven of its scheduled contests. 
Pitcher Marguerite Spencer and catchers Joan 
Hitchner and Betty Keyser presented the opposition 
with one of the best batteries in Ursinus softball 
history. Shirley MacKinnon, Gracie Nesbitt, Audrey 
Rittenhouse, and Marjorie Merrifield controlled the 
infield ond caused many a scoring threat to be cut 
off on the bose paths . Captain Nancy Vadner, Sora 
Parent, Margaret Hooper, and Marjorie Abraham-
son patrolled the outfield to complete the Ursinus 
defense. 
SCORES 
26 A lbright .................. ....... ............................... .. 6 
6 Tempte .......... ........ ........... ..... ....... ................. 5 
38 Drexel ... .. .................................................. .. ... 1 
22 Beaver ........... .. .. ........ ..... .. ...................... ....... . 1 
31 Ch estnut Hi ll ............ ...... ........... .............. ....... 2 
31 Swarthmore .... ....... .... .. .... ....... ...... . ................. 5 
9 Penn ... ................. ....... .. ... ... .. .......... ......... ... ... 4 
Firlt row : Eshbach , Davis, Mammel, loomis , Cumpstone, coptain; lintner, Scheirer, Mello , Mewing. Second 
row : Wright, manoger; Gurzynski , cooch ; Fischer, Ziegler, DeWitt, Swett , Helfferich, Webb, Cheeseman , 
Summers, Donohue, manager. 
The Ursinus cindermen were again plagued by 
the lack of depth and although many times they col-
lected as many first places as their rivals they still 
foiled to win the meet. Despite an only mediocre 
season Captain Cumpstone and company set many 
new school records . Don Cumpstone bettered his 
own javelin mark, while new records were set in the 
discus by Bob Swett and in the shot put by Bill Helf-
ferich . Paul Scheirer set new marks in both the 
half-mile and mile and freshman sensation Dick 
Eshbach equaled the high hurdle record. The track 
team elected sprinter Will Loomis, defeated only 
once during the season, as Captain of the 1952 
team . 







Haverford .. . .... ... .... ...• .... .• .. .. .................. ....... 82 . 1/2 
Fronklin and Marshall ...... .. ... ....... . . 64 
Penna. Military College ..... ........ ...... .. ... 45. 2/3 
Swarthmore .................... 78 Drexel .............. 10 
lehigh .............. ....... . ................................... ... 69 





The season started off on an auspicious note 
as the athletically unknown but well liked Dr. Eugene 
Miller was named tennis coach to replace Charles 
Matlack. Faithfully wearing his tartan sport jacket 
to all contests, he spirited the team on to the best 
percentage record in the Ursinus history of men's 
sports. Taking four veterans- Jack Humbert, Paul 
Jones, Joe Benenati and Dick Lyttle-seeding them 
in that order, and adding Jay Ely and Will Wimberg 
for the fifth and sixth spots, Dr . Miller had a squad 
which sandwiched a six game win streak between 
losses to Haverford and Swarthmore. Other new-
comers were Harry Markley and Sid Wagman, 
seeded seventh and eighth, and able manager Ed 
Noel. 
SCORES 
o Hoverford ................. ......................................... 9 
9 Penna. Optometry ............ .................. . ............. 0 
5 Albright ............................................. .............. . 4 
6 Moravian ...... .... ...... ...... ...... .............. ... ..... .......... 3 
8 El izabethtown ......... ... .......... ............ .................. 1 
5 U. of Delaware .................. ................................ 4 
6 Drexel ...... ... .... .. ... ...... .... ..... ....... .... ........ ............ 3 
1 Swarthmore ...................... . .. .. .............. .. ........ .... . 8 
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Noel, manoger; Markley, Ely. Wimberg, Jones, Humbert, Benenati, lyttle, Miller, cooch. 
Jody Wood ruff W im berg, capta in 
WOMEN'S TENNIS 
Captained by Jody Wimberg the 1951 tenn is 
squad turned in one of the best records achieved 
in a number of seasons . W inning five out of e ight 
matches the girls were victor ious over Swarthmore, 
Chestnut Hill , Albright, East Stroudsburg, and Rose-
mont. They suffered defeat at the e xperienced 
hands of Bryn Mawr, Penn , and Temple. 
Barbara Stagg , Nancy Vadner, and Captain 
Wimberg won points for Urs in us as sing les players , 
while Barbara Landis , Joan Kirby, Janice Christ ian , 
Marth a Daniels, and Shirley MacKinnon added the ir 
support as doubles combinations. Spirit and sports-
ma nship characterized Coach Whiting and her team. 
SCORES 
4 Chestn ut Hill ................ ... ................................... , 
3 Swart hm ore ..... _ ........................................... ..... 2 
5 A lbr ighl ........................ .. .. .........•......... ........... . 0 
a Bryn Mawr .............. .......... ............... .. ... ........ .... 5 
2 Temple ........................... ..... ................. ............ . 3 
4 East Stroud sburg .......... . ...... ..... .. .......... ........... . 1 
4 Rosemont ............ ........ ...... ... ... ...... ...................... 1 
1 Penn ............. ...... ......... ...... ............................ .... 4 





The 1951 grid season saw Ray Gurzynski 
begin his second year as head coach and end 
it with the best recard since 1937. The squad 
made up in experience and drive what it lacked 
in weight and the result showed a log of three 
wins and five losses. 
We surprised everyone by almost upsetting 
a strong Drexel eleven which came from behind in 
the last thirty-five seconds. The following week-
end the Bears rolled over Haverford ta even the 
won-loss slate, but then suffered a bad letdown 
~hen they lost to a tough Dickinson squad. At 
this point the Bears bounced out of the slump and 
racked up two consecutive victories against 
Swarthmore and Wagner, the latter on Bill 
Fynan's conversion. Against the Garnet the Bruins 
played "never say die" football and came from 
behind to win . The F & M game featured a freez-
Firlt row: Fynon . Glock, Feulner, R. Davis, Ehnot, Rodel, 
loomis, Fi scher, lintner, T. Davi s. Poore, Doughty, P,ascucci, 
Schwab. Second row : Boyer, Bennett , Sharpe, Anderson, 
ing temperature for the spectators and, for the 
players, a quagmire on which to play. After a 
close first half, the Diplomats finally caught fire 
to win. The next week we suffered a decisive 
although exciting setback at the hands of Adelphi. 
Concluding the season we met undefeated Sus-
quehanna and dropped a close contest. 
To an outside observer our record would not 
seem too impresive. However the 1951 Grizzlies 
gave the college its best team in fourteen years 
and the most points, 104, since 1931. The attack 
featured a sensational sophomore halfback, Dick 
Glock, who scored eight touchdowns including a 
ninety-yard run against Adelphi and a sixty-
yarder against Wagner. Other honors were· 
grabbed by the eleven seniors on the squad. 
Co-Captain Bill (the Bull) Fischer sparked many 
scoring drives with his vicious off-tackle running. 
Webb, Murphy, Poolon e. Denkin , Shover, Aregood, Canfield, 
Strizki, Maliken, Spongier, coach . Th ird row: Sella, Swett, 
Roberts, Houser, Chapis, Harri s, Guld in, Blanzoco, Schwenk, 
Gurzynsld, head coach . 
..., , 
• 









To show his versatility, Bill also played defense 
and averaged over fifty minutes a game. Fullback 
Paul Doughty's line plunges proved to be alwoys 
good for a first down. Our quarterback and 
passer was Bill Poore who had a great season 
including eight consecutive completions at Drexel. 
Our other Captain, Herman Lintner, was always 
dependable at his center position and his play 
was an inspiration to all. 
The defense was formed around a nucleus 
of seniors. Tom Davis, playing superbly in his first 
year on the squad, was outstanding at end. Four-
year-man Gene Pascucci played at end and line-
backer. Rugged tackle, John Ehnot, another four-
year-man, will be sorely missed. John also 
received honorable mention on the All - State 
team. The opponents found the middle of our line 
.. ' 
John Ehnot, lockle Ted Yoder, fullbock Tom Davis, end 
• 
hard to run through, mainly because it was 
anchored by hard-fighting Richard Radel and was 
backed up by Ted Yoder, a great all-around 
gridder who played despite a broken thumb. 
Rangey Ed Mewing, also a line backer, scored on 
an interception at Swarthmore, but unfortunately 
was injured in a practice session. Playing at 
offensive halfback, Will loomis scored twice and 
was outstanding as our safety man. 
In this year of football, the graduating men 
can look back on their careers at Ursinus and say 
that they played for the love of the game. Foot· 
ball is as much as a player puts into it and our 
team gave what was required of it and often 
just the little extra which shows what men are 
made of. 
Ed Mewing. end Gene Pascucci, end Bill Poore, quarterback 
Will loomis , halfback Paul Doughty, fullback 
, 
SCORES 
. .. . . . . ' .. . . . 13 Drexel 
20 Haverford ............................ .. " ..........•.... , 
.. 14 
.. 7 
o Dickinson . ... . ....... .......................... ' ..... 21 
25 Swarthmore .............. . .. .. ................... ..... .. .. 20 
13 Wagner ...................... . ... .. ...... .. ..................... 12 
OF&M ........ ..........•..... .. ........................ .. . 35 
19 Adelphi ... .................. ...... ....... ..... . ........ .. ...... 39 
14 Susquehanna ... ... ... .......... .... .................... . 19 
114 
Hooper, captain; l eety, Rittenhou se, Merrifield, Kirby, Abrahom son , Johnston, Spencer, Boyd . .. 
KEY 
Captained by Margaret Haoper the 1951 
hac key squad finished their seasan with a better 
than average recard af three victories, three 
draws, and two defeats . Opening with a 4-4 tie 
with West Chester, the Belles then met Swarth-
more to defeat them in a 2-1 thriller during the 
last few seconds of playing time by a penalty 
bully. Ursinus then defeated Chestnut Hill, but 
was held scoreless in the next three games, losing 
twa close contests to Temple and Beaver and 
playing a 0-0 draw with Bryn Mawr. Previausly 
undefeated, East Stroudsburg was the next sched-
uled opponent; the Belles triumphed in a close 
3-2 contest. The last game with Penn ended in 
anather heartbreaking tie. 
Marguerite Spencer, who was high scorer 
for the Belles, did an excellent job as center for-
ward. Captain -elect Adele Boyd proved a great 
threat ta the opposition from her left inner posi-
tion. Right inner Audrey Rittenhouse contributed 
her aggressive play until sidelined with a knee 
injury in the Bryn Mawr game. Marjorie Abraham-
son then did a commendable job in that pasition 
for the remainder of the season. Shirley Mac-
Kinnan and Marjorie Merrifield proved to be two 
of the best wings in the area. Halfbacks Jady 
Wimberg, Margery Johnston, and Jaan Kirby 
were not only invaluable to the backfield but were 
also scoring threats : Edna Seifert and Captain 
Hooper, two of the fastest fullbacks in the area, 
praved many times that "the best offense is a 
good defense." Skillfully guarding the Ursinus 
cage, goalie Jean Leety saved many a potential 
counter. 
In recognition of their outstanding playing 
ability Shirley MacKinnon, Jody Wimberg, Mar-
jorie Merrifield, Adele Boyd, Jean Leety, Margery 
Johnston, Marguerite Spencer, and Margaret 
Hooper were awarded positions on the AII-
College squads. Adele Boyd and Jean Leety also 
gained positions on the Philadelphia fourth team. 
The entire squad reflected not only the coaching 
ability but also the spirit and sportsmanship of 






4 West Chester ....... ... ...... ... ................. ............ ' ... 4 
2 Swarthmore ... ... ..... ... .. ...... .. ... ............ ....... .. ....... . 1 
7 Che.lnul Hill ..... ... ..... .. ..... .. .... .... . .... ...... ... ..... ..... 0 
o Temple ....... ... ..... ... .... ... ... .... .. . ... ..... ... .. ...... ...... .. 2 
o Bryn Mawr . ... . .. ...... ....... ... ......... .. ........ ... ...... ... .. .. 0 
o Beaver .......... .... ... ......... ...... .... ....... ...... ........ ....... 1 
3 East Stroudsburg . .... ..... .... .... .. .. .... ........... .. ... .. .. 2 
1 Penn .......................... ... .......... ....... ............ ....... . 1 
Hooper and Coach 
11 5 
116 
J. V. HOCKEY 
SCORES 
6 West Chester .... ...... .... ............................... ....... 0 
5 Swarthmore .. ...... ........ ....... .................. ..... .......... 0 
8 Chestnut Hill .......... ............... ...... .. ..................... 0 
3 Temple ................... . .. ....... ........ ..... .. . .. .... . .......... 2 
1 Bryn Mowr ..... ............... ... ...... ..... ......... .. .... ...... . 1 
2 Beaver .......... .... ................. ........ ....... ...... ............ 1 
2 Penn . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . ... . . . .... . .. .. . . .. . . . ... . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. . . 1 
Captain Barbaro landis and Coach Jane Platt 
The 1951 junior varsity hockey team added another undefeated season to its 
imposing record. Led by center forward Barbara Landis and Coach Jane Platt the 
team rolled up a total of twenty-seven goals as opposed to the five counters scored 
by the opponents. Experiencing close games with Temple, Beaver, and Penn, the 
Ursinus squad was able to outscore all opposition except the Bryn Mawr team who 
held the Bearettes to a 1-1 draw. 
Firs' row: Reiniger, Cilley, land is, captain ; lo ib, Reeser. Second row: Hood, leet, Daniels. Syvertsen . 
Th ird row: Christian, Ung er, Haines, Evons. 
-
First row: Foreman . Pritchard , Ely, Edlemon. co -captains; Frombes. Bright, Heinel, manager. Second row; 
McKeith, manoger; Meckelnburg . To it, Mommel, lon g. Eddy, W illiam s. 
This year caach Danald Baker had patentially the best squad he has had in 
four years . Unfortunately the team had a disappointing season, winn ing only over 
a usually victorious alumni team. 
The squad played its best game against Rutgers. Trailing 4-0 at the half, the 
line came alive and scored four goals, only to lose 5-4. Ursinus played well in other 
games too, but the line and backs never seemed to click into a coordinating machine. 
Five men played their last game for Ursinus in the season's final with Franklin 
and Marshall. Defensive standouts were Co-Captain Jay Ely and Bob Meckelnburg, 
who played at the fullback positions . Missing from the line will be Ken Mammel at 
• 
wing, Co-Captain John Edleman at inside and Charlie Pritchard at center forward . 
Standout underclassmen were high scorer larry Zartman and Clarence Foreman 
who will both be valuable assets to next year's team . 
SOCCER 
SCORES 
o Stevens Tech .................................................. . 1 
4 Rutgers ,................. ......... ..................... .... ... ..... 5 
1 Swarthmore ......... .. ..... ..... ... ............................. . 
3 Alumn i ............. .... .... ..... ....... .................... ....... . . 




lehigh ............... ........... .. .... ............................. . 
Drexel ................. ..... ...................................... . 













Captain Dove Reice and Coach Harry Spangler 
First row: Wenner, Knull, Reiee, captain; Smith, Chantler. 
Second row: Spongier, coach ; Kiefaber, Schwenk, Schu-
macher, Swett, Eddy. Burger, Harris, Fisher, manager. 
BASKETBALL 
This year marked Harry Spangler's first 
year as varsity basketball coach at Ursinus. The 
team enjoyed a more successful season than the 
record indicates. 
Captain Dave Reice was one of the most 
outstanding performers for the year. An indi-
cation of his court prowess was the Haverford 
game in which he handed out twelve assists in 
addition to netting eleven points. Bob Swett, 
6' -8" center, led the team in scoring for the 
second successive season. His average points 
per game hovered about the twenty mark. 
The other three starters included two sopho-
mores and a freshman standout. Sophomore 
Herb Knull placed second in team scoring. Bill 
Burger was 
rebounder. 
another outstanding floor man and 
Freshman Ralph Schumacher was 
the surprise of the season when he broke into 




59 Temple Pharmacy . ' .......... ........... . 





60 Susquehanna ....... ·.··' l:"·:·· .. ···· .. ·· ... . 58 
41 Franklin and Marshall .... .... . ..... ... . 103 
53 Philo. Pharmacy ........... ......... ... . . 70 
60 Penna. Military College ... .... ........ . 82 
76 Haverford ....... ..... .. .... .................. . 59 
52 Delaware .............. .... .......... , .. , ..... . 81 
59 Swarthmore . ... " .................. ......... . 64 
52 Lehigh ..... ............. .... ...... .. .... ..... ... . 61 
69 Swarthmore ..................... ..... ......... . 61 
54 Delaware ...... ...... ..... ....... , .. . ........ . 81 
56 Drexel ...... ................. ............ .... . 82 
77 Philo. Textile .......... ........... " ...... , .. 54 
71 Haverford .... ... ... .. ....................... . 57 
74 P.M.C. . .. . . . . .. . . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . .. . .. .......... . .. 85 
63 Drexel ...... .. ....... .. ............ .... .. . ....... . 64 
120 




Firs ' row: S. M . Brown , Chal son, coptain; Mat chett. Second row; You ng, coach; Guld in, Wolker, Aucott, 
S. B. Brown, Schwartz, Horlman , manager. 
Coach Don Young and Captain Paul Chal son 
J. V. BASKETBALL 
Don Young, in his first year of coaching, 
has succeeded in t~aching a squad of scrappy 
boys a great deal" about college basketball. It 
appears that the 1951-52 junior varsity squad , 
most of which is composed of freshmen, has 
more potential stars than any J.V . team seen 
here at Ursinus in recent years. 
Paul Chalson was chosen to captain the 
squad and many of the regulars are expected 
to be playing varsity ball in a year or two . 
Fjrlt row: Mouro. Paolone. Miller. Zimmerman , co-coptainl; Dawkins, McCleary. Second row ; Wieneke, 
coach; Gellman , Prilchard, Davi s, Webb, Guth , Henrie. manager. 
WRESTLING 
Coach Kuhrt Wieneke's team, which wa s Co-Captained by Ted Miller and Loren 
Zimmerman succeeded in bettering last year's record . Seven matmen made their 
initial attempt in collegiate competition and Ihe squad was deep in reserves. The 
Co-Captains were the only regulars who were seniors. The ather mainstays were all 
underclassmen such as Ed Dawkins, high scorer for the season, Dick Gellman , Bob 
Davis, AI Paolane and Tap Webb. 
The 1951 team finished in fifth place in the Middle Atlantic Championships, but 
the' 52 squad is looking toward bettering the mark. 
SCORES 
21 Muhlenberg ... , " I I 
11 lofoyelle _,. '" .. ,. ..... .. ...... 17 
26 Swarthmore .... ........... ........ 8 
16 Haverford .. .. ..,.. , ........ 18 
11 Delaware 
7 Bucknell .. 
18 Drexel " ..... 
... .. ....... , , 23 
.... , ....... ........ .. 24 
.............................. 12 
Co. coptains Ted Miller and loren Zimmer· 




First row: Merrifield. Rittenhou se. Abrahamson, Johnson, Hitchner, MacKinnon. Second row: Unger. 
o 
Boyd, Kuhn, Parent, Spencer, captain. 
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
Sparked by aggressive captain Marguerite 
Spencer, the 1952 varsity basketball team recorded 
one of the finest records in cooed basketball history 0 
Demonstrating expert ball handling combined with 
colorful floor play the Bearettes trounced in succes-
sion : Swarthmore, Chestnut Hill and Albright. Hit-
ting a slump in the season the Belles tied Beaver, 
but went on to play a spectacular game against 
East Stroudsburg when "Spence" tallied thirty points, 
which was seven more than the opposition could 
total. 
To the guards, Adele Boyd, Sal Parent, Marge 
Merrifield, Ellie Unger, Eddie Seifert and Marge 
Abrahamson go congratulations for a job that will 
be difficult to surpass. Without their backboard 
recoveries and interceptions, the forwards would not 
have been able to do the outstanding jab that the 
record shows they did 0 
"Spence" goes up for a field goal as 
MacKinnon follows up 




, I , 
• 
Managers: Rapp, Farq uhar. Feldt. 
Forwords Joan Hitchner, Margery Johnson, 
Sh irley MacKinnon, Audrey Rittenhouse and prom is-
sing freshman Joanne Kuhn deserve recagnition for 
games well played and well won. 
Next year coach Eleanor Snell wil l find difficulty 
in filling Spencer's sneakers, for her powerful scoring 
punch will be sorely missed. The loss of Sh irley 
MocKinnon , olso a graduating senior, will be felt 
in her floor play and excellent feeding as well as 
scoring ability. The graduation of these two leaves 
ten members of the varsity squad to carryon next 
season. 
VARSITY SCORES 
39 Swarthmore .. ... ... ...... 21 
39 CMestnut Hill ..... ....... 22 
51 A lbright ................. . 23 
25 Beaver .... ...... ............ 25 
47 Wilson ................. .. 24 
47 E. Stroudsburg .......... 23 
26 Immaculata ............... 23 
29 Templ e .. ... ........... .... . 24 
45 Penn ............. ........ ..... 46 











Beaver . ....... ........ 14 
Drexel . .. ....... 24 
Immaculata ............. .. 
Temple .................... . 
Penn ..... . ..... ...... ... . 





J. V. WOMEN'S BASKETBALL 
Led by captain Mary Schoenly 
the junior varsity basketball team 
• 
showed its prowess by imitating the 
varsity and producing an equally 
outstanding record . With such pro-
lific scorers 
Rack and 
as Jen Price and Barb 
equally outstanding 
players in the back court, the jay-
vees had little difficulty in defeat-
ing most of the opposition. The 
scores were usually convincing 
enough to permit everyone to play. 
Composed mainly of underclass-
men, the J.V. squad will lose only 
four - Mary Schoenly, Janice 
Christian, Marg Hooper and Jean 
Leety - but four regulars whose 
absence will be felt next season. 
First roW'; Mergarn , Barnha rt, Harris, Mason, Garrow, Hooper. Sta9g. Second ro"": 
Laib, Evan s, Pr ice, Hockenbury, Montgomery. Rock, Christian , Murp~y , Leety. 
123 
124 
Captain Jeanne Cilley, Pat Kiebler and Joan 
Compton . 
The 1952 swimming team experienced a rather 
successful season under the leadership of its new 
coach, Jane Platt, and captain Jeanne Cilley. 
The excellent spirit and perseverance of the 
squad far exceeded the disadvantage of not having 
a pool on campus. It was this spirit which led them 
to their victories. 
With only two members, Pat Kiebler and Jeanne 
Cilley graduating, there is reason to believe that 











Beaver .......... .............. .............. ......... . 
Bryn Mowr ................. ................ .. .... . 
Temple ..... ......... .......... .................... . . 
Che stnut Hill ................................... . 
Swarthmore .... ..... ....... .................. ... . 










Joan Strode performs a jackknife 
- • --
. , 
. c . .. . 
. ~~ ,.. 
, 
• I 
Fjrlf row: Platt, coach; M. Flickinger. lightfoot, manogers. Second row ; Cilley, copta;n; Leet, Mills, 









F;rst row: Land is, Stagg, Hooper, Syvertsen , La ib. Second row: Compton , W imberg , Boyd, Christian , 
captain; Lum is, Kirby. 
BADMINTON 
Enjoying the ranks of a major sport for its 
second year the 1952 badminton team , under the 
captaincy of Janice Christian and coaching of Jane 
Platt, experienced a successful season. 
All the players were veterans of last year's 
team, with the exception of Marg Hooper who 
coupled with "Chris" to make up the first doubles . 
Barb landis and Jody Wimberg alternated with 
Joan Compton and Betty Rinear as the second 
doubles combination. Singles players were Adele 
Boyd, Sallie lumis and Nancy laib. 
SCORES 
J Drexel .................................................... 2 
4 Rosemont .............. ...... ........ ... .. ........ ...... . 1 
1 Penn ......................... ............................. -4 
-4 Bryn Mawr . ......... ..... ....... ...................... 1 
o Swarthmore .............. .............. ...... ...... .. 5 


















SENIOR CLASS DIRECTORY 
Bau mann, Phyllis H" 20 Pelham Place. Bergenfield , N. J. 
Bechtle, l au ro Ann , 151 E. Pali sade Ave., Englewood, N . J. 
Beckley, Willi am H" 41 Oswego Ave .. Audubon, N. J. 
Bee mer, W illi am F., R. D. # 1, Clark s Summ it, Po, 
Bekme zion , Millard J., 5222 Rodman St., Ph iladelphia 43, Po. 
Benenati, Jo se ph A. , 84 King s Parkway, Baldwin, N . Y. 
Billman, John M., 1843 Marke t St., Harrisburg, Po . 
Bloke, Stanl ey J., 103 Marlboro Rd ., Upper Darby, Po. 
Blumenthal , Rhoda, 335 Easton Rd., Glenside, Po. 
Bohner, Jean E., Dalmatia , Po. 
Barkey, Marianne, R. D. # 1, Collegeville, Po. 
Boyd, Suzanne, 6905 Cedar Pork Ave .. Philadelphia 38, Po. 
Boyer, Ali ce J. , 115 Glad stone Rd ., lansdowne, Pa. 
Boyer, Robert E., 936 Chestnut St., lebanon , Po . 
• 
Brown , Donald R., 212 W . Pork Ave., Myerstown, Po. 
Brown, Morton B., 50 N . Bartram Ave., Atlantic City, N. J. 
Brown , Samuel J., Jr., R. D. #1 , Collegeville, Po. 
Buchanan , Alvin J., 427 Main St., Collegeville, Po. 
Buchanon, W illiam c., 1404 Graywall lane, Overbrook Hills, 
Philadelphia 31, Po. 
Buckwalter, Richard A., 6810 N. Carlisle St. , Philadelphia, Po. 
Burnside, Daniel M., 102 Avon Rd., Narberth, Po. 
Careless, E. Jeanne, 369 E. Gorgas lane, Philadelphia 19, Po. 
Carl, Harry I., 62 E. Main St., Tremont, Po. 
Cheesman, John R., 107 Rossell St .. Mt. Holly, N. J. 
Christian, Janice M., 547 Prospect St., Westfield, N. J. 
Cilley, Jeanne W., 224 E. Third St., Media, Po. 
Cohen , Norman N. , 1404 N. 16th St., Philadelphia 21, Pa. 
Colletti, Jacob 5., 343 Moore St., Norristown, Po. 
Crawford, Barbaro J ., Holly Way, R. D. #4, Bridgeton, N. J. 
Crispin, DOl1old T., 248 Wayne Ave., Haddonfield, N. J. 
Daniels, Martha B., 47 E. Kings Highway, Mt. Ephraim, N. J. 
Davis, Thomas G., Jr., 908 Foss Ave., Drexel Hill, Po. 
Dearolf, Claude R., 654 Chain St., Norristown, Po. 
Degerberg, A. Will iam , 1427 Bethlehem Pike, Ambler, Po. 
Deluco, James, 269 N. Main St., Ambler, Pa . 
• deMars, Roger W., 50 Stewart Place, South Orange, N. J. 
Detwiler, Dorothy W., R. D. #2, Collegeville, Pa. 
Donaldson , Marjorie B., 293 Priscilla lone, Aldan, Po. 
Doughty, Paul l., 16 First St., Beacon, N. Y. 
Downs, Horry M., 219 Runnymede Ave., Jenkintown, Po. 
Dunn, Eleanore c., 270 Altamont Place, Somerville, Po. 
Edleman, John R., 124 S. Third Ave., Royersford, Pa. 
Ehnot, John M., 169 Second Ave., Phoenixville, Po. 
Eisenberg, Jerome W., 6627 Grotz St., Philadelphia, Po. 
Ely, H. Joy, 447 Highland Ave., Baederwood, Po. 
Fach, Charles E., Jr., 2212-36 St., Merchantville, N. J. 
Farquhar, Joan, 7807 Ardmore Ave ., Philadelphia 18. Pa. 
Fehnel , Robert W ., 924 Mt. Vernon St., Lonsdale, Po. 
Feidler, Ruth M., 1502 Main St., Northampton, Po. 
Feist, Harold E .. Jr., 1430 Pine St., Norristown, Po. 
Fellman, Nelson M., Jr., 930 W . lafayette St., Norristown , Po. 
Ferry, Frank J., 14 So. Sacramento Ave., Atlantic Ci!y, N. J. 
Ferry, William G., 14 So. Sacramento Ave ., Atlantic City, N. J. 
Fischer, Will iam R., 325 Tohickon Ave., Quakertown, Po. , 
Fite, Doris lo, 223 5. Pine St., York, Po. 
Frankel, Ronald A., 3000 Valentine Ave., New York, N. Y. 
French, Mary c., Woodfield, Collegev ille, Po . 
Fretz, Mar jorie A., 211 Main Street, Soudertown, Po. 
Friedlin , Frederic Joy, 147 Grandview Ave. , Pitman, N. J. 
Fry, Robin son G .. R. D. # 1, Orefield, Po. 
Graf, Jacqueline, 1575 Pennington Rd., Trenton 8, N. J. 
Green, Philip S., 3 N. Bartram Ave., Atlantic City, N . J. 
Gross, Stanley, 25 Eastern Parkway, Brooklyn 17, N . Y. 
Gutowski , Watson, 301 Jefferson St., Swedesburg, Po. 
Hall, B. Mary, 67 W . Greenwood Ave., lansdowne, Po. 
Hollman, Henry R., Mont Clore, Po. 
Hallstrom, David J., 21 Glenside Ave ., Collegeville, Po. 
Holton, Thoma~ l., 517 Bolly tore Rd ., Wynnewood, Po. 
Hamm, Claro R., 403 Second St., Weatherly, Po. 
Harned, Edwin P., Jr., 382 Franklin Ave., Wyckoff, N. J. 
Heinel, Rolon~ W., Jr ., 8339 High School Rd., Elkins Pork 
17, Po. 
Henderson, Rabert M., 433 Main St., Collegeville, Po. 
Henrich, Nancy J., 1700 Manor Rd., Havertown, Po. 
Herber, Carolyn R., 752 Mifflin St., lebanon, Po. 
High, David G., 17 N. Hanover St., Pottstown, Po. 
Hooper, Margaret lo , 523 Strathmore Rd., Havertown, Po. 
Humbert, Jack W., 316 S. 16th St., Reading, Pa. 
Irwin, John P., 616 Sandy St., Norristown, Po. 
• 
Janson, Morie E., 169 S. Tennessee Ave., Atlantic City, N. J. 
Johnson, lois Ann, 134 N. Pennock Ave., Upper Darby, Po. 
Johnson, Marion E .. 408 Queensboro lone, Haddonfield, N. J. 
Jones, Paul M., 266 N. Hanover St., Pottstown, Po. 
Kerr, Elaine K., 26 Stowe Ave., Baldwin, N. Y. 
Kiebler, Patricio A., 251 E. Areba Ave., Hershey, Po. 
Kirby, Joan E., 320 W. Brood St., Bri dgeton, N. J. 
Kiszonas, Richard A., 400 Powhotton Ave., Lester, Po. 
Klein, Edward l., 6721 Atlantic Ave., Ventnor, N. J. 
Knauer, Ann M., 5, (ourle rue Lozonne. Antwerp. Belgium 
Knoebel, Esther E., 60B Arbor Rd., Cheltenham, Po. 
Krouse, Robert J., 62 W. Field St., Nanticoke, Po. 
Kreamer, Robert M., 17 S. High St., Millville, N. J. 
Kuehn, Joanne B., Box 37, Deerfield, N. J. 
Kuhn, Jeanne McQue, 422 S. 43rd 51., Philadelph ia 4 , Po. 
lampeter, W ill iam J., 2 Main 51., Collegeville, Po. 
Lande, Soul W. , 127 Edgeh ill Rd ., Bala·Cynwyd, Po . 
landis, Barbaro P., 3010 Cove Rd ., Pennsauken, N. J. 
LaPorte, Julio D., 5814 N. Hope St., Ph iladelph ia 20, Po. 
leety, Jean T., 322 Wayne Ave., lansdowne, Po. 
leKernec, William J., 178 East Ave., Bridgeton, N. J. 
levin , Warren M., 301 W. Tobar Rd ., Ph il adelph ia 20, Po. 
Levy, Jacob W., 3214 Clifford 51. , Philadelphia, Po. 
lintner, Hermann A., 309 Third Ave., Haddon Heights, N. J. 
loesch, K. l in ford, 554 Ham ilton 51., Norristown, Po. 
loman, Kathar ine A., Taylor Rd., R. D., lonsdale, Po. 
loomis, Wilmer F., Jr., 2610 Summit Ave., Broomall, Po. 
lucas, Mary-Jo , 14 N. Huntington Ave., Margate Cily, N. J. 
ludwig, Richard E., 39 Chestnut 51., Potlstown, Po . 
• 
MacKenzie, Donald S., Jr., 3333 W. Queen lone, Philadelphia 
29, Po . 
MacKinnon , Shirley J., 240 E. Benedict Ave., Havertown, Po. 
Malven, Donald St. J ., 66 Hooker Ave., Poughkeepsie, N. Y. 
Mammel , Kenneth A., R. D. #2, Newton, Bucks Co., Po. 
Marcussen, Sonia M., lower State Rd., Chalfont, Po. 
Markey, Edna C., 937 Mifflin St., lebanon, Po. 
Markley, Harry M., 202 Nassau Place. Norristown , Po. 
Matterness. Nancy A., 311 Pork Ave., lebanon, Po. 
Matteson, Marion lo, 1208 Garfield Ave., Havertown, Po. 
Matthews, Groce E., 947 Philadelphia Rd ., Easton , Po. 
McAvoy, Thomas 8., 3rd, 520 Main St., Phoenixville, Po. 
Meckelnburg, Robert lo, 721 Siradone Rd., Cynwyd, Po . 
Merki. Paul A., 433 Perkiomen Ave., lonsdale, Po. 
Mewing, Edward W., 54 Sprague Rd., Scarsdale, N. Y. 
Michels, Adelle V .• Hatfield, Po. 
Miller, Theodore R., R. D. #1, Bridgeport, Po. 
Mullahy, John J., 313 Fairview Ave. , Ambler, Po. 
Muska, Erwin T., E. River Rd ., R. D. #1, Collegeville, Po. 
Niesenbaum , leonard, 6542 N. 17th St. , Ph iladelphia , Po. 
Oelschlager, Kenneth S., Zieglerville, Po. 
Pascucci, Eugene R., 824 High St., Pottstown , Po. 
Pattison, Thomas W., Box 2, Paoli, Po. 
Perreten, E. Jane, Soulh Seaville, N. J. 
Peterman, Ambrose B., 421 Walnut St., Spring City, Po . 
Poore, Will iam H., 43 W. Delaware Ave., Pennington , N. J. 
Pritchard, Charles P., 231 W. Durnad St., Philadelphia 19, Po. 
Radel, Richard J ., 212 Washington Ave., Phoenixville, Po. 
Reice, David 5., 2515 W. Sergeant St., Philadelphia 32, Po. 
Reifeis, Carl H., 928 N. Gorfield Dr., Indianapolis 3, Ind. 
Rittenhouse, Benjamin F., Jr., 26 Hartranft St., Norristown, Po. 
Roemer, Ernest A., Jr., 324 W. Main St., Millville, N. J. 
Ro,e, France, M., 2315 S. 2 lsI 51., Philadelphia, Po. 
Rosenberger, Robert 8., 524 Hillcrest Ave., Glenside, Po. 
Royer, Ann G. , 522 Custis Rd., Glenside. Po. 
Rueh, Edward T., 150 Jefferson Rd .• Princeton, N. J. 
Rudloff, Inge K., Munich 22, 49 Kaulboch SIr., Germany 
Scheirer, Elizabelh L., 1046 High St., Pottstown, Po. 
Schellhase, H. Boyd , 508 S. Potomoc. St., Waynesboro, Po. 
Schneirer, Louis. 1024 W. lafayette St .• Norristown, Po. 
Schoenly, Mary C., 362 Main St., Collegeville, Po. 
Schultz, Fronk. Jr., Box 134, leighton, Po. 
Schwenk, Peter N. K., 816 N. 63rd 51., Philadelph ia 31, Po. 
Selke, Albert c., Jr .• 220 Wilbur Ave., Merchantville, N. J. 
Sellick, Marjorie J., 101 Berkeley Rd., Glenside, Po. 
Shokin. William, 1215 Cornell Ave. , Drexel Hill, Po. 
Sharp, Rulh A., R. D. ::t2 , Mount Holly , N. J. 
Show, Thomas J. , 622 Wendover St., Philadelphia 28, Po. 
Shinehouse. Robert R., City l ine Ave., Phoen ixville, Pa. 
Shirtz, Dorothy E., 635 Foss Ave ., Drexel Hill, Po. 
Sholly, John R., Chester Springs, Po. 
Spencer, Marguerite E., 212 W. W inona Ave ., Norwood, Po. 
Stagg, Barbaro R., Susquehanna His., Selinsgrove, Po. 
Stahl, Chorle, J., III, R. D. #1, Souderton, Po. 
Staurawsky, Franklin M., West Seventh Ave. , Trappe, Po. 
Stein, Franklin M., 1472 McKinley St., Ph iladelphia, Pa. 
Stewart, Jeannette M., 94 Patterson Ave., Gibbstown, N. J. 
Summers, Charles R., 4507 N. 12th St., Ph iladelph ia 40, Po. 
Summers, Jerry, 2572 Baird Blvd., Camden , N. J. 
Swartley, Charles W. , Chalfont, Po. 
Swartz, Harry M., Hwy. 35, Box 115, Red Bonk, N. J . 
Sweeton , Jeremy 0., Colon ial Village, Wayne, Pa. 
Talacci, Joseph A.. 141 W. Columbus Ave., Nesquehoning, Pa. 
Terndrup. Jock L., 846 Elk ins Ave., Elkins Pork, Po. 
Von Horn, William W., Box 75 , Murray Ave., Huntingdon 
Volley, Po . 
Walsan, Richard B., 313 W. 10th Ave., Conshohocken, Po. 
Webber, Donna L., Box 173, Wayne , Po. 
Weidknecht, Sh irley lo, 275 Irwin St. , Phillipsburg, N. J . 
Weirich, Sora Ann , 408 S. Cherry St., Myerstown, Po. 
Wilson, George M., Wilfred Ave. , Titusville , N. J. 
Wimberg, Joanne Woodruff , R. D. #6, Bridgeton, N. J . 
Winther, David B. , Yardley Rd., Morristown, Po. 
Woodworth , Elaine M., Broadway at Bishop Ave., Secane, Po. 
Yoder, Theodore M., 620 Kohn St., Norristown, Po. 
Yost, Mary B., 235 Virginia Ave .• Phoenixville, Po. 
Young, Dona ld E., 734 Second 51., Catasauqua, Po. 




SENIOR PARENT PATRONS 
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Beckley 
Harry E. Boyer 
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel C. Boyd 
Mr . and Mrs. Raymond H. Brown 
Yetta Brown 
Mr. and Mrs . A. J. Buchanon, Sr. 
Mr . and Mrs. Roy Buckwalter 
Mr. and Mrs . Wayne Burnside 
Chicco Beverage Company 
Mr. and Mrs. Rolph E. Cilley 
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd A. Crispin 
Mrs . l. Marie Davis 
Mr. and Mrs. Claude l. Dearoff 
A. F. Degerberg, Jr. 
William A. deMars 
Mr. and Mrs. Harry E. Donaldson 
Thomas Doughty 
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Dunn 
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert J. Ely 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Fach 
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Farquhar 
Paul O. Fehnel 
Mr. and Mrs. Harold E. Feist 
Nelson M. Fellman, Sr. 
Mr. William G. Fischer 
John Fogel 
Mr. Henry R. 
Mr. and Mrs. 
The Joffe's 
Mr. and Mrs. 
l. K. Kerr 
Ruth Kiebler 
Mr. C. Krouse 
Hollman. 
Edwin Horned 
Robert S. Johnson 
Mr. and Mrs. 
Mr . and Mrs . Joseph C. Lambert 
Mr . Louis Lande 
Mr. and Mrs . George Landis. 
I. B. Leamon 
Mr . and Mrs . Rolph J. Leety 
Mrs . He rtha Lintner 
Mr. and Mrs . E. H. Loman 
Mr. and Mrs . Wilmer F. Loomis 
Mr. and Mrs. Donald S. MacKenzie 
Mr . and Mrs. S. F. Matthews 
Mr. and Mrs . Harvey B. Matterness 
Mr . and Mrs . R. B. Meckelnburg 
Dr. and Mrs. N. A. Michels 
Mr . and Mrs. Irvin J. Odenheimer 
Robert E. Pattison, Jr. 
Arthur D. Perreten 
Jane P. Pritchard 
Mr . Carl W. Reifeis 
Dr . and Mrs. F. J. Rose 
Mr. and Mrs. Earl M. Rosenberger 
H. Herbert Royer 
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Ruch 
Mr. John J. Schellhase 
Mrs . Marie Schwenk 
Dr. and Mrs. R. · l. Sharp 
Mr. and Mrs. Fronk J. Shirtz 
Mr . Ernest D. Spencer 
Mr. and Mrs . A. Alonzo Stagg, 
Hannah May Sweeton 
Mr. and Mrs. Webber 
Mr. and Mrs . Paul A. Weirich 
George J . Woodruff 
Jr. 
Mr. and Mrs. Guy A. Woodworth 
Milo Zimmerman 
.. .. 
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A Liberal Arts College in the Finest Tradition , Ursinus 
extends to all an invitation to higher education 




Radio and Television 
Sales - Service 
Philco, Emerson , Admiral 
T eletone , Olympic 
Refrigerators, Washers, and Ironers 
216 MAIN STREET 
Phone : Co\1egevi\1e 6021 
LOUIS D. MANN 
Commercial Stationer 
217 E. MAIN STREET 






AMERICA'S OLDEST HOTEL 
PERKIOMEN BRIDGE HOTEL 
Catering to Ba nquets, Parties 
and Serving Sunday Dinners 
America's Finest Foods 
QUINNIES LUNCHEONNETTE 
Fountain Service . ... Sandwiches 
Juke Box Dancing ... . Television 
"Q" Ball 
Ridge Pike 





LANDES MOTOR CO. 
MAIN AND FIRST AVENUE 
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. 
DIANA'S 
FEM and TOT SHOPPE 
347 MAIN STREET 
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. 
DRINK (rush 
1 ~ "~"" " ~" 
. To n i 9 h t CARBONATED 
BEVERAGE 
Orange Crush 
Bottled Exclusively by 
THE FERRO-PHOS CO. 
POTTSTOWN , PA. 
I 3 I 
132 
J. HANSELL FRENCH, INC. 
Paints :: Wallpaper 
Artist's Materials 




ALPHA PHI EPSILON 
SYNTHANE CORPORATION 
Manufacturers of 
Laminated Phenolic Sheets . Rods. Tubes, and Fabricated Parts 
OAKS, PA. 
After the Dance Stop At 
LAKESIDE INN 
Luncheon and Dinner Served Daily and Sunday 
Ca te ring to 
BANQUETS - PRIVATE PARTIES - SOCIAL FUNCTIONS 
Route 422 - Limerick 
Deitch Reichelderfer and "Bud" Becker, Proprietors 
Rich As Butte r 
At Your Grocer 
It's New 
SCHULZ BUTTERNUT BREAD 
Sweet As a Nut 
At Your Home 
SCHULZ BAKING COMPANY 
Pottstown, Pa. 





Cross Roads of t he 
C a mp us 
HEINEL MOTORS, INC. 
"Where Honesty and Fair Dealing Count" 
PLYMOUTH - DODGE 
Cars and Trucks 
4223 & 4240 N. Broad Street 
Cor. Roosevelt Boulevard 
, 
COLLEGEVILLE CLEANERS 
& POWERS MEN'S SHOP 
346 Main Street 
Collegeville, Pa. 
ARROW SHIRTS 
INTERWO VEN SOC KS 
BRENTWOOD SPORTSWEAR 







AT THE COLLEGEVILLE 
BAKERY 
Congratulations to the Class of 1952 
and our sincere wishes for success in 
the com i ng yea rs . 
COLLEGE CUT RATE 
Paul N. Lutz, Manager 
5TH AND MAIN STREETS 
Serving Ursinus College Students 
LAUNDRY AND DRY CLEANING SERVICE 
Through Our Student Agents 
DON DEVONSHIRE CARL REIFEIS 205 Curtis 
NORRIS LAUNDRY CO. and SPEED-E-CLEANERS, Inc. 
Norristown 8-6175 Since 1896 
Photographs in the 1952 RUBY 
by the STUDIO of HOWARD FARRER 
2 West Durham Street 





PHILADELPHIA DAIRY PRODUCTS CO., Inc. 
POTTSTOWN, PA. 
• 







ALPHA SIGMA NU 
Compliments 
of 
TAU SIGMA GAMMA 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
KAPPA DELTA KAPPA 
Mr. and Mrs. 
GEORGE JANSON 
Compliments of 
PHI ALPHA PSI 
When You Think of Paper 
ZIMMERMAN PAPER AND 
SUPPLY CO. 
Marshall at Church Street 
NORRISTOWN, PA. 
Phones : 7318 and 7319 
• 




478 MAIN STREET 
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. 
Phone 6061 lona C. Schatz 
• 
- -






~ I .~, - -
Compliments of 
SUNNYBROOK BALLROOM 
Buchert and Hartenstine 








BETA SIGMA LAMBDA 
ZETA 
CH I 
SUPERIOR TUBE COMPANY 
Makers of Fine Small Tubing 











EAGLE'S NEST HOTEL 












LEVENGOOD DAIRY FARMS 








YOUR 1952 RUBY WAS 
PRODUCED BY GRAVURETONE 
WE ARE HAPPY AND PROUD 
TO HAVE SHARED WITH YOU 
IN ITS PUBLICATION 
_ompanv 
NARBERTH, PENNSYLVANIA 
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